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INSURANCE TAX COLLECTIONS ARE DISAPPOINTING
Vocational School
Contract Awarded

-1Iwo Car Collision
Is Reported Here
At 12th & Sycamore

Council Moves To Keep City
Sticker Price At 15 Dollars

A two car collision was in
vestigated by the Murray Police
Mayor Holmes Ellis last made as soon as they
The
Murray
should
Board of prom and an open campu Department on Thursday a
s 12:16 p.m. at the
night told the City Council that have.
Education, meeting in regular experimental
interse
ction
o
program for
only a disappointing $16,300 had
As demands on the city insession Thursday night, by Seniors during the last six weeks. South 12th and Sycamore Streets
been collected by the city of the creased, the city admini
Involved were a 1964 Chevrolet
unanimous action authorized a Robert Moyer,
stration
representing
insurance tax which was sought means by which more
two door drfven by Dottie SIN
letter of intent to be sent to the the Murray Planni
ng Comestimated at the beginning of the revenue for the city could
Crawford of Route One, Salem,
Hal Perry Construction Company mission, discussed
be
traffic
year to bring in at least $40,000. obtained. The city payroll
and a 1962 model four door driven
of Benton, Kentucky, according problems in the vicinit
tax
y of the
by Burie Suiter of 103 South 12th
to Fred Schultz, superintendent. schools and expressed
"This will leave the budget was dropped as a possible source
the desire
Street, Murray.
'This intent will express the of the Planning Commis
about $24,000 short" Mayor Ellis and instead several other taxes
sion to
Miss Mary A. Irvin of Well:
were levied. City business
Board's desire to award this explore ways of improv
said.
ing the Hall Dormit
ory, Murray State
company the construction con- traffic in the Robertson
He told the council that privilege license were increased
School from Route Two
Cerulean, Ky.,
tract for the vocational school, area by opening Poplar
although it had been planned to by about fifty per cent, city
Street passenger
in the Crawford car
based upon the low bid of west of Sixteenth.
reduce the city automobile stickers were increased and the
$626,927.00.
stickers from $15.00 to $12.00 this insurance tax was levied.
The Board agreed to cooperate was reported injured, but the
injuries were not listed on the
All of these taxes are for the
This action confirms the intent with the Planning Commis
year, this unforseen reduction in
sion in report.
of the Murray Board of every possille way to see
income would force the city to general fund of the city from
that Police
said both cars were
Education to enter into a con- this street is opened up and
continue $15.00 city stickers this which city police, city firemen,
other going
city street department, city hall
south on South 12th street
tractual agreement with the Hal traffic conditions are improv
year.
ed in when
the Crawford Car stopped
Perry Construction Company as the vicinity.
By continuing the city sticker employee cemetery and general
for the line of traffic at the traffic
soon as certain itemsin the
as it is now,the city will be within administration of the city is paid.
light at Sycamore Street. Sutter
contract document may be
The gas, water, sanitation and
$6,000 to $7,000 of its estimated
could not stop in time to avoid
electric systems are self supomitted or reinstated by specified
income.
HOW SWEET IT IS—Spring is welcomed by
the aPpearance of sap collecting buckets
aiding the Crawford car in the
along this road between Jamestown,
dates, and final approval is obMayor Ellis explained that the porting and do not draw from the
Pa:Tend Andover, Ohio. Producers of maple
rear, the police report said.
tained by the Division of Building
syrup annually tap old trees during the
estimat
ion was off because of the kneral fund.
spring
sap flow.
Damage to the Crawford car
Both Mayor Ellis and the City
and Grounds of the Kentucky
way mane homeowners purchase
was on the whole rear end and to
Counci
l expressed their dismay
State Department of Education,
house
insura
nce.
Many buy it on
Joe Max Tucker of Murray the Suiter car
on the whole front
Schultz said.
a three year system, he said, and at the low yield from the inRoute Five has been charged end.
In other action, the Board
when the tax went into effect surance tax and their regrets in
with breaking and entering by
elected Willie Jackson, prinmany
citizens had already continuing the city auto sticker at
cipal of the Austin Elementery, officers of the Murray Police
bought
their insurance from the $15.00 rate.
Department and is now in the
Councilman Max Weaver
School as the new Director of
which the city derived no tax.
City Jail awaiting a preliminary
reported on a meeting held by his
Pupil Personnel. Jackson will be
Next
year
the
income
Mrs.
from the
Ovie Pitman Tune suchearing.
committee with a State Highway
replacing Prentice Lassiter who
cumbed Thursday morning. Her tax will be more, he continued.
Tucker was arrested at 1:45
Official. Traffic around the city
announced his retirement some
death at the age of 79 followed an He also intimated that perhaps
this morning by Sgt. Max Morris, The service at sunrise on
schools was checked and apweeks ago.
proper
notices
"1971
were
illness
not
Campu
of
issued
eleven
s
by
Canvas on
years preceded
Patrolman Bill Harris, and Sunday, April 11, to celebrate the
Mrs. Judith Belt's resignation
state agencies involved so that parently. little can be done as far
by a stroke.
Patrolman Ronald E. Jones near resurrection of the Lord will be at Student Unrest" was the subject
was accepted, and the Board
'The Murray woman was the collections might not have been as the highway department is
five a.m. at the Kirksey United of a speech presented by Dr.
the Hendricks Grocery.
gave approval to Principal Eh
concerned.
Josiah
wife
Darnal
of the late Joe Tune. She
l
to
membe
The arrest was made after the Methodist Church. according to
rs of the
A flasher may be erected. on
Alexander's recommendations
Kiwani
was
s Club at their dinner
the daughter of the late
police was notified at 1:12 a.m. the church minister, Rev. John A.
South
concerning the Junior Senior,
16th.
Street
for
meeting last night at the
B. H. Pitman and Louisa Malone
that someone was inside the Jones.
Robertson School and the 35 mile
Pitman. Mrs. Tune was born in
grocery. The policemen said in
Miss Bettie Smith, church Woman's Clubhouse.
per hour sign will be moved
Mayfield but the family moved
an affidavit that they observed organist, has suggested the order "Some of our leading
further away from the into Murray when she was a small
Tucker running in a field close to of worship. Following the wor- university presidents suggest
tersection with locust.
child. She attended Murray High
the store and in which he had his ship service, a breakfast will be that the majority of college
A stop cone will be used at 13th.
School and Georgetown College.
automobile, a 1968 Renault, served under the direction of students are very promis'
and Poplar and cross walks may
widely
Mrs.Tune was a member of the
read, idealistic, deeply
Mrs Hal Smith, assisted by the
parked.
Rev. Jerrel White
have diagonal stripes painted u
First Baptist Curch, Murray,
Tucker was arrested in the United Methodist Men. The sensitive to the crucial issues of
where she was active in various
field and the automobile was theme of the service will be "Had our times, and dedicated to good
(Continued on Page Ten)
rather than selfish goals," he
organizations.
observed with its trunk open and It Not Been!"
She taught Miss Patricia Diane Clerk,
Sunday School and also served as daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Armin
that laying in said iiihmobile
The regular schedule of ser- said.
To continue the speaker said,
a pianist. She was a librarian for L. Clark, 1504 Oak Drive,
Members of
Adult and on the ground around it were vices will continue on Easter
"Neither is the generation gap so The Poplar Spring Baptis the reading room supplied by Murray, has been awarded
Farming
a
t
guests thirty-four cartons of cigarettes Sunday with church school at ten
wide between students and their Church will have a simrise
Rev. H. B. Taylor, pastor of the $750.00 Board of Regents
and
a.m.,
two
hour
Amers
of
worshi
onic
were entertained
p
microat
eleven
-Serer at
a
parents. A national opinion poll vice on Easter Sunday mornin First Baptist Church.
Scholarship
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) the Colonial House
by
Marshall
g,
gasbord radioe_s, according to the af- a.m., and evening vespers at
revealed that 75 per cent of April 11, at six o'clock
seven p.m.
on Thursday at seven .m. with fidavit.
with Rev. Survivors are one daughter, University, Huntington, West ..Gov. Louie B. Nunn today apcollege students agreed with Jerre! White, pastor
the Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky., The police returned to the store
of the Mrs. Peggy Tune Austin of Virginia, for the 1971-72 school pointed Graves Neal, Murray, to
their parents on the following: 1. Memorial Baptist Church
and observed that one of the outer
four-year term on the Murray
as hosts.
are Madison, Teen.; two sons Myles year. She also received a Board
students who disrupt the func- invited to attend, a church Thoma
Ray Brownfield, vice-president doors in the back of the store had
s Tune of Madison, Teen.; of Regents Scholarship for the State University Board of
tioning of a college should be spokesman said
Regents.
of the bank, welcomed the been broken into and forced open,
He replaces Mrs.
and Joe Wayne Tune of Atlanta, 1970-71 school year.
expelled or suspended; 2. anyone Coffee, hot chocol
members and guests. Dewey and just inside the door was a
ate, and Ga.; one sister-,'Mrs. Ortie Bailey Miss Clark is presently a fresh- George Hart of Murray.
Lamplcins, Jr., assistant vice- paper sack containing twelve Rev. Thomas E. Corts, who burns the American flag loughnuts will be served of Murray; seven grandchildren; man at Marshall University,
president and his wife, were also cartons of cigarettes, the af- executive dean of Georgetown should be arrested; 3. pollution is following the service.
several nieces and nephews.. where she was named to the
present representing the bank. fidavit said.
College, will be the guest society's most pressing problem;
Funeral services will be held
4. drug abuse deserves more
Tucker was informed of his
Charles Coleman, president of
minister at First Baptist
Satuday at the chapel of the J. H.
attention than Vietnam; and 5.
the class, and also an assistant rights by the police and after Church on Sunday.
Churchill Funeral Home with Dr.
vice-president of the Peoples being informed, signed a Bro. Corts, who previously crime is a more serious problem
H. C. Chiles officiating.
Bank, presided at the meeting. statement acknowledging and supplied the pulpit on November than inflation or poverty."
-Burial will
Darnall also said. "More and
in the Murray
Other officers for this year were waiving same,and further signed 8, 1970, will be in charge of the
Cemetery With the arrangements
Glen (Bud) Gibbs, vice- a statement authorizing the morning service at 10:45 and the more, Americans are doubting
by the J. H. Churchill Funeral
the wisdom of four years of
president, and Rob McCallon, search of his automobile, ac- evening service at 7:30.
Home wher friends may call
college bounded at the lower end Private First
cording to the affidavit by the Members of the congre
secretary.
Class Calvin
gation
Elected as new officers for the police.
and people of the community are by 12 years of compulsory Jarrett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Odell after four p.m. today (Friday)
schooli
ng and bounded at the Jarrett of New Concor
coming year were Gary Key,
invited to attend any of these
The Calloway County Fire
d, will
president; Daniel C. Winters,
services, according to a upper end with a career. Some leave April 17 for Oakland,
Rescue Unit answered three calls
sociologists are strongly ad- California, to go to the
vice-president; and Carves
spokesman for the church.
Thursday. The first call came at
Republic
vocating that high school
Paschall, Secretary.
Vietnam for his tour of duty.
11 a.m. at Morris Grocery on
graduates be granted a year or Jarrett is now
W. H. Brooks, vocational
Highway 94 East where a pickup
visiting his
WOW COURT 728
two of independence and freedom Parents. He entered
agricultural teacher for adult
truck had caught fire. The truck,
the service
Woodmaii of the World Court of choice. Later, if they choose to on June
Rev. Jonn Bradley has anfarming classes for the Calloway
reported._ to be owned by Veal
17, 1970, and had his basic
County Board of Education, nounced that services will be held 728 will meet Monday, April 12, at attend college, it will be because training at Fort Campbell HIS
Hale, rolled Up against the store
expressed appreciation to the Sunday, April 11, at all three of seven p.m. at the Woodman Hall they want a higher education and advanced individual training and Raymond Muzia ot Stamford,
after it caught fire but bystanfor the regular monthly meeting. not because their parents pressed non
bank for the sponsoring of these the churches on his charge.
ders pushed it away and put out
commission candidate Conn , a senior. is the neif
At six a.m. a sunrise service Refreshments will be served. them
to
continue
dinners for the eleventh year.
their company training were at Fort student government president at
tM blaze. The truck was heavily
Patrici
Everyo
a Diane Clark
ne is invited to attend.
Murray State University
schooling."
Brooks said that in Calloway will be held'at Bethel United
Leonard Wood, Mo
damaged in the fire, which was
Darnall quoted Dr. Hayakawa The county soldier is a
Dean's
List for the first thought to be caused by a
County more than forty per cent Methodist Church Coffee and
elected
was
He
special
in
short
a
who has said, "Higher education graduate of Calloway
mester.
She was recently circuit in the wiring of the truck.
of the farmers were under the doughnuts will be served after
County runoff election
PURSE STOLEN
Thursd
ay,
age of forty, disputing the fact the service
At 12:15 the fire truck was
Mrs. Flora Cherry of 307 South is too precious a commodity to be High School and attended Murray defeating Ralph Tesseneer, a amed a Merit Scholarship
The service at Brooks Chapel 5th
that only older persons are still
State University for two years. sophomore from Union, 1,196 Finalist.
called to a grass fire about 2
Street, Murray, has reported wasted on the immature."
will be at 9:30 a.m. and at. In- the
A guest of Ailtie Scott at the He was studying industrial arts
involved in farming.
theft of her purse containing
votes to 947. A runoff between the She is majoring in musict is miles north of Murray on old
meeting was Torn Rheinecker, and education
Gifts for both the men and the dependence at eleven a.m.
one hundred dollars or
became necessary when a pledge of Delta Omi on Highway 641. The fire was
two
more,
A communion service will be accord
women were presented by the
honorary
music reported
ing to the report made to Pinckney, Illinois President
to
neither got a majority of votes in national
have
been
held at all three churches, ac- the Murray
Durwood Beatty presided at the
bank.
Police Department it
a three-man regular election rority. She is a member of the threatening some neaby homes.
cordin
g to Rev. Bradley.
meeting.
Marshall Symphony Orchestra The squad pumped
Attending the meeting were
11:39 p.m. Thursday.
Wednesday.
about 300
Willard Ails, a Kiwanian and
and the Huntington Community gallons of water to bring
Mr. and Mrs. Ohs E. Anderson,
the fire
A
24-year
-old
coordi
U.
Orches
nator
S.
Army
tra.
Callow
of the
She has been a under control. Damage was
ay
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Beach, Mr.
vetera
n,
Muzia
County
served
on the member of the chorus in two limited to trees and
Drug Council, reported
and Mrs. Hiunp W. Brooks, Mr.
shrubs.
student council this year as an opera productions by Marshall
that the program on drugs
and Mrs. Merles Coleman, Mr.
A call to Dexter was received
appoin
ted
membe
presen
r.
Univers
The
ted
politica
ity.
assemb
at
l
lies
at
and Mrs. Calvin Compton, Mr.
at 2 p.m. and the caller reported
Calloway County and Murray Monday. April 12, will be the science and psychology major Miss Clark attended University to the squad that
and- Mrs. Sherrill Gargus, Mr.
a house was on
has
had
his name appear on the High School for two years, where fire, howeve
High Schools was well received. last day for persons to apply for
and Mrs. Glen Gibbs, Frank Hill,
r the fire turned out
Dean's
List
for
high
Anothe
scholar
r
she
was
progra
was
ship
selecte
parents
absent
m
for
d
the
ee ballots to vote in the
Miss Betty Hill, Mr. and Mrs.
Outstanding to be a fire in a utility building
presented last Monday night by local option election. on Tuesday five semesters.
Student in French and in Music and a grass fthe
Gary Key, Mr. and Mrs. Rob
that was enthe team from the Lexington April 20, in the city of Murray
McCallon, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
.t
.
5 Since he is not a Kentucky for the 1969-70 school year. She dangering other outbuildings.
federal narcotics hospital
Marvin Harris. Calloway resident, he cannot serve as the was a member of the 1970 Ken- The utility building,
Shipley, Mr. and •Mrs. Jim
which
County Court clerk, said Monday student representative on the tucky All-State Orchestra. She contained some antiques,
Stabler, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lee
was a
is the last day to apply due to the board of regents. A special received a Certificate of Honor total loss and two other
Steely, Mr and Mrs. Carves
outtime it will involve in getting the election will be held on the for her performance on the buildings received some
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel C.
damage.
Nation
al
French Test in 1970.
applications and ballots in the campus to select a Kentucky
Winters, Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
The buildings belong to Randy
She was a member of PAYSO Garland, Larry Ernstb
mail in order for them to arrive student to fill the post.
Brooks, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Newly elected officers of the
urger and
Young Adult Farming Class are
The Wranglers Riding Club will here in time to be
Youth Orchestra for two years Mrs. Luna Ernstb
Burkeen, Mr. and Mrs. Lam- pictured with officials of the
counted in the One other
urger.
Peoples nao8 of Murray at the sponsor a skating party Monday,
office
was
decide
d
in
and
receiv
voting.
ed three Superior
pitins, Jr., and Mr Brownfield. dinner hosted by the bank at
Rescue Squad officials have
the Colonial House Smorgasbord no
the runoff election Thursday. ratings
April 12, at the Benton Skateland,
at the Regional Music asked that the public
Members unable to attend were Thursday evening. They
be exare left to right, Carves Paschall, from 7 to 9 p.m. There will be a
arilyn
Locke
of Louisville Festival for her cello
Now You Know
L. D. Cook, Jr., Dale Outland, secretary, Daniel C. Winter
per- tremely cautious when doing any
s, vice-president, Gary Key, charge of $1.00 per skater
edged
past
Sherry
By
Carey
United
of
Press
forman
ce
International
She was recently type of burning because
Charles Outland, and Johnnie president, Ray Brownfield,
the high
vice-president of the bank, and Dewey
Pleasure Ridge Park 245 to 243 in selected to
Everyone is welcome to go and One
of
the
commonest
appear in Who's Who winds experienced here
Underwood.
Laznpkinc, Jr., assistant vice-president
during
of the bank.
skate with the Wranglers Riding species of butterflies is the the balloting to become next Among American High
School the past few days make grail;
year's junior class secretary.
Club, a spokesman said.
great spangled fritillary.
Students
fires extremely hazardous.

Local Man Is
Charged Here

Easter Services
At Kirksey Church

Dr. Darnell
Speaks To
Kiwanians

Young Adult
Class Honored
With Dinner

4

Death Claims
Mrs. Tune

Miss Clark
Is Awarded
Scholarship

Rev. lerrel White
Sunrise Speaker

BULLETIN

Rev. Thomas Carts
Speaker At Church

Calvin Jarrett To
Leave April 17 For
Tour In Vietnam

be

Rescue Squad
Answers Three
Calls Thursday

Muzia Wins
Election Here

Services Sunday
At Three Churches

Monday last Day
To Apply Here
For Absentee Ballots

-4404110

Wranglers Club
To Sponsor Party

I.
A
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HIGH-CLASS TRASH
ta
RIPON, Wis. ( UPI)—T
College': s;
spring issue of Ripon
quarterly magazine is printec
•.
on 100 per cent trash.
nest ."
The magazine used a
al
paper stock,' made from
prim
recycled waste paper, to
or
the issue, which focuses

BOSSISM IN AMERICA

THE LEDGER & TIMES
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42071, Phone 753-1916.
P AlNY, Inc., 103 N. 4th St., Murray, Kentucky
JAMES C WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
ing, Letters to the Editor,
Le reserve the right to reject any Advertis not for the best interest
or Public Voice items which, ill our opinion, are
of our readers.
E WITMER CO., 1509
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLAC
Life Bldg. New York, N.Y..
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time &
Stepnenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Kentucky, for transmission
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray,
as Second Class Matter.
S35 per week. 5I.52 per
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray,
g counties 55.50 per year.
month By mail in Calloway and adjoinin
516 per year All service subZones 1 & 2, 513 per year, Elsewhere
year
per
scriptions, 58
Community
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

Bosses filled vacuum
in city power structure

ecology.

GOP spokesman Leonard Hall
argues.
The voter today is independent. Guessing what he
will do is a hazardous vocation

for an) state, national or local
party official, as well as the

grew to large cities. But the
Second of 3articles
pollsters
same checks and balances built
RAN
CORCO
PAUL
By
constitutions
state
the
Next: The legacy of the
into
Service
Copley News
with a
ced
introdu
were
Sesses.
EMS
PERMANENT vs. TEMPORARY PROBL
The neeessity of organized minimum of success in the
governm:nt to control the cities.
get excited about tem- affairs of inan can be explained
Dad said, "As far as I can tell people
"The result of this carefully
porary things. If something is permanent it is soon accepted as in a number of ways. One of the planned system of checks and
be something a shortest, and most brutal,
being an unchangable fact. While it may not
s was magnificent
FRIDAY--APRIL 9, 1971
or accept the observations was that of the balance
person wants he soon learns to get along with it,
inaction," wrote MacDonald in
.....
Kant:
uel
Irrunan
• ...•. . . .
philosopher
autcome as a matter of course.
his boqk "American City
that
is
...
y
and
difficult
most
the
ent
cause
excitem
that
"The
things
ry
Adtempora
and
the
It is
ment
Class!
and If he Govern
It COSTS No More To Go 1st
worry. Ulcers and such things as high blood pressure result from man is an animal,
ministration." Mayors had
kind,
his
of
others
LEDGES ai TIMES FILM
he
feels
a
among
could
that
person
lives
'e simplist temporary things. Things
little real authority. The twoa master.. . . His own
Open 7 Nitely 1 ilas!
house system often paralyzed
tange. Things that he doesn't have the patience to wait out. he needs
him,
leads
ion
disposit
long run do not matter much. It is the little selfish
the
in
that
Ad rr SI SO 8. 75c
Things
l
Memoria
were
who
ents
himself
the
the city governm
wherever he can, to put
Mrs. Evelyn Cardwell, age 65, died yesterday at
hings that cause him to be so unhappy. A person that is an
the closest contacts with the
above the law."
Hospital, South Bend, Ind.
unhappy grouch is not upset by tremendous life long problems,
released the
the cities of the nation people.
As
On
to
handle.
d
Dr. A. D. Butterworth, county health officer, has
isn't
equippe
he
matters
simple
into
iut daily runs
As industrial demands
ent. The
grew in size beyond the exNoma] report of the Calloway County Health Departm
he other hand, that pleasant person, that is a joy to be around, pectation:: of the Founding brought laborers and imMoore.
Virginia
by
d
prepare
was
nt.
report
las learned the difference between temporary and permane
May 23rd
Fathers, the governmental migrants to the cities, the
THREE'S
Seventy-three candidates have Wed for office in the
permanent he can't change. The temporary he doesn't have structure designed primarily political bosses stepped in and
The
offices.
city
and
CROWD
primary. These include local county
A
Murray
a rural society was severely performed many of the funcNew °tracers elected for the Delta Department of the
house gutter down spout. The for
the
at
looking
been
Dad
ANY CELLAR
have
IN
sets
should
There
that
tions
Mrs.
overtaxed.
Woman's Club were Miss Ruby Smith, Mrs. Elliott Wear,
recent governmental.
is curved just before it reaches the ground so that you
ely
spout
down
relativ
MAN!
Until
—BUT
Sledd.
r
Leak Thurman, and Mrs. Lourelle
The spoils were great, but the
innsee inside for a short distance. There sits Dad looking inside reforms, the governing bodies
AN
WHAT
,•
he
mind
because
—vet
the down spout. I know he has something on his
In such cities as New York, boss at least did something for
0
./
UNDERGROUND
14.
looks worried. I hate to imterrupt him but my curiosity is up and I Chicago, Memphis, Boston, his people, argues Farley.
been
have
ask.
I
there
a
ly,
unless
than
T
Gradual
doing
more
is
he
MOVEMEN
Kansas City and
know I won't find out what
have
"Dad, what are you looking at?" I asked. Dad answered without score of other metropolitan reforms. The mayors
LEDGER•TIMES ILLS
cities
many
in
'THEY CAN MAKEI
looking up,"There's a dumb spider in there building his home. All communities failed to cope more power
n of
directio
the
under
d
people,
it
operate
the
rains.
as
as
soon
of
to
waste
needs
go
to
the
going
with
is
skill,
that work, all that
both the middle class and the a professional city manager or
What do you think of that?" I assumed my most intelligent air and
hi:
of
home
the
at
died
82,
age
Lawson,
Luck)
M. F. (Uncle
poor. Many of the latter were administrator. Elections in
a temporary problem for you both."
like
sounds
"It
d,
answere
many instances are nonimmigrants.
daughter. Mrs. Brent Butterworth, on April 7, and Mrs. D. E
To fill the vacuum, political partisan. Even in New York
Lassiter, age 37, died April 6 at her home on Murray Route Two
—Bob Little
bosses assumed power. They City, where Tammany Hall
The blaster The Service, located on East Math Street, is no'
may have had some claim to ruled for almost a century,
open for business.
THE LITTLE THINGS
political leadership. But for the Mayor John Lindsay was
Nineteen students and three adults from the Murray Hig,1
most part they bypassed reelected in 1969 after losing
School Tri-Hi-Y and Hi-Y Clubs attended the sixth session of tlx
IS IT A WASTE
ent or manipulated the Republican primary
governm
rt.
Frankfo
in
y
Kentucky Youth Assembl
affulent
this
in
Lindsay says there is a
. They ran the
officials
Romer
d
of
public
compose
The Murray State College String Quartet
time
n
city
mountai
between
climbed
tion
state
distinc
cases
many
in
and
cities,
Prydatkevytch, Robert Lovett, Neale Mason, and David Gowan.:
to put away the drapery
They often government, in which he
tions.
organiza
party
le.
in
Louisvil
meeting
KEA
will play at the
of dollar feel
were the links between the foresees coalition politics
and see a frog
national political party and the predominating, and national
politics, in which he says the
making water circles
voter.
major parties will continue
a
moon
two
g
paint
laughin
ans
a
histori
while
Some
the presidency.
lights his cotton
Picture of The Boss as cynically to control
Lindsay and hundreds of
as the cartoonist Thomas Nast
skin throwing wind circles
lid of ''Boss" W. M. Tweed, the mayors throughout the country
—Thomas0.Perkins
the problems of cities
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Sports Parade West Sidelined As

;
1

By MILTON RICHMAN
his place since they showed
UPI Sports Writer
e first astronaut coming back
NEW YORK (UPI)—Remem- m his flight on that big TV
ber the old refrain that went
een over there."
By MARTIN LADER
said the team "just let down in
like this: Hooray, hooray, it's To place a bet you first had 144AVAUKEE, Wis. (UPI)— game while Los Angeles shot
the final period. We thought we
UPI Sports Writer
the first of May, Outdoor loving to get a win, place, show or Defeitse, rebounding and bencb only 39.7 per cent and averaged
Just as they did for most of had the game
begins today.
won."
daily double slip on which you strength all figured to be keys 97.8 per game.
the season in their own division, The loss broke
Well, there's still a little way marked your selection and the to success when the Milwaukee The Bucks held an overall
Boston's allthe Chicago Black Hawks stand time playoff
could. Murtaugh gave me a to go before the first of May amount you wished to wager. Bucks and Los Angeles Lakers 277-254 advantage in revounding
By VITO STELLINO
record of 11
alone today among the Stanley consecutive victories
chance to prove it. He could but Thursday was the first day One poor fellow stood in line open their National Basketball but the Lakers' front line vu
UPI Sports Writer
and JohnCup contenders with a two- son refused to default
Willie Mays is doing every- have gone to Jose Pagan after I pari-mutuel off-track betting patiently for two hours, then Association Western Conference superior to the Milwaukee
goalie Ed
game lead in their playoff Johnson for the loss,
baseline trio.
citing thing for the San Francisco struck out twice against Fry- ever was permitted anywhere was told he couldn't bet playoffs here tonight.
series.
Wilt's 75 Boards
instead
the
overall
With star guard Jerry West
weak Giants these days except pitch. man but he stuck with me." in the United States and there because he didn't have a slip.
But, most hockey fans will defensive play of everyone else.
Unfortunately for the Giants, Stargell noted he hit .273 were long stretching lines at He went back and started all sidelined with a leg injury, Wilt Chamberlain, the NBA- have to agree, all the fun Gerry Cheevers had been in
the that's where they needed help against lefties last year and the two betting parlors in this over again.
forcing the Lakers to insert top rebounding leader, grabbed 75
seems to be happening over in Boston net during all 11 games Thursday night as they suc- was .260 against righties.
city to plunk down $2, $10, $50, "We had
another girl on this reserve Jim McMillian into the boards in the five meetings Boston and New York.
of the streak.
cumbed to the San Diego Jack Hiatt, obtained from or $100 on their particular line who didn't want to bet at lineup, the Bucks appeared to while his Milwaukee counter.!,
While Chicago was ripping Johnston, who has lost
all Padres 7-6 despite Mays' five Chicago in a winter deal, hit choices.
all," said Richard Daoust, a 25- have the edge in bench strength part, Lew Alcindor, took dowl,
the Philadelphia Flyers 6-2 in three of his playoff games
in RBI game that included a two run-scoring doubles as Generally speaking, the ven- year-old school teacher. "She —although their own super 66. Los Angeles forwards Hap
routine fashion Thursday night the last three years, said, "You grand slam homer.
Houston beat the Cubs. Jack ture went well although many waited about 15 minutes or so guard, Oscar Robertson, also Hairston and Keith Erickson
to take a 2-0 lead in their best- can't win playoff hockey giving
Mays, who'll be 40 on May 6, Billingham pitched a four-hitter bettors complained they had to and noticed everybody talking may miss some action because snared 82 rebounds between
of-seven quarter-final series, them five breakaways. We had has started off this season with to gain the victory. Ken stand on line too long before
them while Milwaukee's foreabout betting before she asked: of a recurring groin injury.
the Bruins incredibly blew a them and we let them go."
being able to place their bets 'Is this the line where you buy "He told me he thought he court duo collected a total of.
one of those hot streaks that Holtzman took the loss.
four-goal lead to drop a 7-5 Paul Henderson scored two he's noted for. He's hit three John Bateman drove in three and that the off track betting
your train ticket to New slipped and aggravated the only 70.
decision
to
the
Montreal goals for Toronto, his third and homers in three games this runs with two hits and Steve corporation, licensed by New Haven"
muscle in
the
last San Alcindor, the NBA's top,I.,
Canadiens. And in New York, fourth of the series, and Garry year and is 6-for-14 with seven Renko scattered 10 hits as York State, had failed to supply One lady who said
she'd Francisco game," Bucks' Coach scorer during the regulafrt
Ranger wing Vic Hadfield took Monahan and Dave Keon added runs batted in.
Montreal beat New York. Gary ,the odds, or a "line," on the rather not give her name Larry Costello said. "We'll campaign, bested Chamberlailt
out his frustrations by flinging one each. Two separate freeHe tagged Dick Kelley for the Gentry gave up six runs and trotters which could be bet on explained she got on line only have to wait until tonight to see in that department in
Toronto goalie Bernie Parent's for-alls erupted in the final five grand slam in the seventh took the loss but three of them at Roosevelt Raceway.
Bucks-Lakers meeting with an
because it was the first time how he feels.
face mask into the crowd minutes, and it was during the inning to highlight a five-run in the seventh were unearned "This is a marvelous idea but she had been involved in a first "If he's not up to par, we'll average of 27.6 points per game:/
during a 4-1 Maple Leafe first brawl that Hadrield threw rally that wiped out a 4-1 San because of an error by Bob it's pretty rough when you get of any kind, a first so to speak. have to use Lucius Allen to 23.2 for the Los Angeles
victory.
only an hour for lunch," said "But why are you waiting
center.
Parent's mask in the stands.
Diego lead and gave the Giants Aspromonte.
In the aneellyzother playoff, Despite a 15-minute search, a 6-4 margin. It was the eighth
Rookie Gomer Hodge singled Terry Garvey, an attractive around so long?" somebody
But even if that turned out The Bucks had an added
the St. Louis Blues defeated the the mask couldn't be found and grand slam of Mays' career in two runs with two out in the blonde coordinator waiting on asked her.
the case, Costello believed he advantage going into tonight's
Minnesota North Stars 4-2. This Patent, without a spare, sat out and gave him 631 career ninth inning to lift Cleveland line in the main concourse of "Because I'm crazy,- she still had a stronger reserve game in that they had more
left all of the series, with the the rest of the game in favor of homers, just 83 short of Babe past Boston. Hodge entered the Grand Central Station, one of laughed.
stockpile to choose from than time to prepare for the-series.
The Lakers needed seven
exception of Chicago-Philadel- Jacques Plante.
game as a pinch-hitter in the the two places in the city where Lee Lonsdale, a 55-year-old Lakers' Coach Joe Mullaney.
Ruth's 714.
games to eliminate the Chicago
phia, deadlocked at a game
But reliever Don McMahon eighth and doubled and scored& 0Th opened for business at 10 cook, was already in line a half
Lakers Playing Well
in
their
first-round
apiece with action on all four
couldn't hold the lead in the the first Cleveland run on John am. Thursday.
hour after the OTB Corp. Costello admitted, however, Bulls
fronts resuming Saturday.
ninth inning. Singles by Don Lowenstein's single. He then "You have to take a whole opened for business.
the Lakers "have adjusted and playoffs and did not finish ua,
After Yvan Cournoyer scored
Mason, Daves Campbell and tagged Ken Tatum—the re- day off to do this," she said. "I "What do I think of all this?" are playing well" since losing until Tuesday night. The Bucks
ousted San Francisco four
for Montreal in the opening
Larry Stahl produced the first liever the Red Sox got from know they're going to yell at he Rid. "I think it's probably a West for the playoffs.
games to one in their first:
minutes of the game, Boston
run. Clarence Gaston then California in the Tony Coniglia- me when I get back to the very great thing."
Defensively,
the
Bucks
also
ABA Playott standings
countered with five consecutive
singled in the tying run and ro deal—for the hit that won office but I'm here now and Only probably?
appeared to have the edge, at round series which ended last
By United Press International
I'm going to stay until I can "Strike out the word 'probe- least on the basis of their five Sunday.
goals to take a 5-1 advantage.
Nate Colbert, who had struck the game in the ninth.
(Division Semifinals)
But Henri Richard started the
out three times, tagged McMa- Cookie Rojas' bases-loaded' get my bet in. I've never made bly," Lonsdale said. "Let's not regular-season games with the The second game of thsi
(Best of Seven)
Canadiens back at 15:33 of the
hon for the game-winning hit. double in the third drove in two a bet in my life before—on get into semantics. This whole Lakers—four of which Milwauk- Bucks-Lakers playoffs will be
East
second period, and they got five
McMahon, who was 41 on Jan. unearned runs as Kansas City anything."
thing is found money for the ee won by holding Los Angeles here Sunday before the twat
Series "A"
teams head for Los Angeles fof,
more goals in the final session
4, blanked the Padres in the capitalized on four California Joseph Majewski, 62, and city. It would never get the to 100 points or less.
W.
L. Pct.
to complete the incredible
seventh and eighth innings errors for the victory over the retired, also was in one of the money otherwise. I don't mind The Lakers' only win, 116-93, the third and fourth games next
New York
2 2 .500
comeback.
before being tagged for five Angeles. Andy Messersmith, 10 lines set up in Grand Central standing in line here. You stand came on Feb. 5 in Los Angeles week.
2 2 500
Virginia
Jean Beliveau scored the first
who homered in the fifth, took and he has made a few bets in line at the track, don't chit? and, after the Bucks got that Both games here are sello
hits in the ninth.
Series "B"
other three National the loss even though he left before in his time.
two goals in the third period
In
the
bad one out of their system, and the Bucks announc
W. L. Pct. League games, Houston beat after eight innings without "I'm an old horse player," he I lent to the track last night they
and, after Cournoyer tied the
went on to win their next Thursday they received NB
struggled
It
to
and
break
even.
2 2 .500
Ken
said. "and I think this thing is was a struggle but I made it. 20 games in a row for an NBA permission to lift the local
7-3, Pittsburgh blanked giving up an earned run.
score with his second goal of
2 2 snn Chicago
Floridians
television blackout for the
way out. What I mean is that Today I bet three doubles here record.
the night, Beliveau set up John
Philadelphia 2-0 and Montreal
TO DEFEND TITLE
it's good The city is gonna, get and tomorrow I'll look in the The Bucks' wins over Los contests.
West
Ferguson for the winner at
topped New York 6-2.
NEW YORK (UPI(—Cleve- revenue from it and maybe'.the paper to see how I made out. Angeles were by scores of 117- ATTENDANCE UP
15:23.
In the only two American
Frank
Mahovlich
Series "C"
picked up the final goal with
L. Pet. League _games, Cleveland land's Chuck Spencer will money will go for such things You win, you lose, what's the 100, 113-88, 122-88 and 112-97. NEW YORK (UPI)—Ameri1:20 left to play.
1.000 nipped Boston 3-2 and Kansas defend his North American as schooling and better housing. difference? It's only something Three of the wins came here can Basketball Association
x-Indiana
4
4N
bantamweight title against Da- But the thing I don't like is you to do and this way you're not and one in Los Angeles.
"I didn't say anything special Memphis
City edged California 3-2.
President Jack Dolph anbefore the
Willie Stargell, who struck vey Vasquez on April 19, it was waste so much time on line." hurting anybody, you're actual- In the five games, Milwaukee nounced Thursday that the
third
period,"
Serifs,ir
Montreal Coach Al MacNeil
• w. L pet:'out in his two previous trips announced Thursday. The two Through the first four hours ly doing some good."
shot at a 47.1 per cent clip for league's attendance is up 28.2"
said. "I didn't have to say x-Utah
4 0 1.000 ataliist Woody Fryman, dou- fighters have signed to fight a of opening day, the special
Suddenly Lee Lonsdale grew an average of 111.4 points per per cent over last year.
railroad police detail which confidential.
anything. They
knew
0 4 .000 bled iti.the only two runs of the 12-round bout.
the Texas
oversees Grand Central esti- "I'm a horseplayer all my
situation. We've got a good X-Clinched series
game in the sixth inning as
mated some 8,000 persons made life," he said, "but baseball's
hockey club but we've still got
Pittsburgh `beat Philadelphia. STOCK AUCTION
Thursday's Result
MIAMI (UPI)—The holders bets.
a long way to go."
Luke Walker threw a five-hitter
really my game. I gott go
Floridians 129 Kentucky 117
of $1.6 million in Tropical Park "There were no incidents at watch the Mets beat Montreal
753-1271
to gain the victory.
Boston Coach Tom Johnson,
Friday's Games
[ *
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
The left-handed hitting Star- debts owed to William L. all," offered Joseph Leonard, now. I think Gentry's gonna
obviously distressed with the
N.Y. vs. Va. at Richmond
We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
gell credited Manager'Danny McKnight will auction off three- one of the railroad patrolmen. have a helluva year."
sluggish play of the Bruins,
Murtaugh for letting him hit quarters of the Thoroughbred "The people were very well
against left-handers like Fry- track's stock on April 29, it was behaved and I don't remember
man. "Hitting against lefties is announced Thursday. McKnight a bigger crowd ever being in
just a matter of playing against acquired 115 of 200 shares of
them," Stargell said, "Harry stock as collateral from the
Sealed bids will be received by the Murray Board of
Walker said I couldn't hit Teamsters Union when he took
Kentucky
Education at the Board Office Building, Murray,
over the loan last May.
lefties but I always knew I
until 12:00 noon C.S.T. on Thursday, April =, 1971, for the
following items:
(1) Industrial Arts Furnitifre and Equipment
WPI)—John
PITTSBURGH
(2) One Piano
Lamb, Pittsburgh Plites pitchBids will be received by the Superintendent of Schools of
er, was reported in satisfactory
the Murray Independent School District until the specified
condition today at Presbyterianopening time.
'University Hospital foilowjng an
Specifications are available at the School Superintendent's
horse Hale Irwin.
operation for removal of a
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
Office and may be picked up by prospective bidders or will be
Tied at 70, four strokes blood clot on the brain.
UPI Sports Editor
mailed upon request.
behind Coody, were tournament The 24-year-old righthanded
AUGUSTA, Ga. (UPI)—The
.
favorite Jack Nicklaus and hurler was operated on ThursCoody
Charlie
ay
Texan
Murray Beard of Ethical
Dale Douglass. At one-under- day by Dr. Anthony Susan.
wires it. the nightmare he
par 71 were Bert Yancey, Tom Lamb was' injuretliN
Feb. 26
ived through two years ago
Fred Schultz, Secretary
at
tut' ' .
Weiskopf, and 47-year-old Art during spring
when he let a chance at the
was
yiad,,,and a dozen were tied at Bradenton, Fla., when
Masters golf championship slip
par 72, including defending struck below the right earNks,
rough his fingers may be just
champion Billy Casper and the batting practice The injury
e thing that wins it for him man he
beat in last year's was diagnosed as a slight skull
is year
hlityoff, Gene Littler, plus South fracture and
he
resumed
The 33-year-old Coody, who
working out three weeks later.
African Gary Player.
never has won a major
Arnold Palmer, after "the
championship in eight years as
Before the season started, he
worst round I've played this
a tournament golfer, stormed
year," was in another logjam was placed on the 21-di-Q.,
out of the pack with a six- at
73, along with Archer and disabled list
under-par 66 in Thursday's
A spokesman for the Pirates I
U.S. Open champion Tony
opening round of the Masters to
said
the blood clot was
Jacklin of England'.
grab a three-stroke lead over
discovered in a brain scan.
five golfers tied at 69.
And the thought in everyone's ********************
mind, including Charlie Coody's, was—remember 1969.
That, was the year when the
wild final round of the Masters
suddenly found Coody the
leader as he walked toward the
16th tee, three holes to play.
But something happened there
under the towering southern
MUNI 111' PflklifS Fif NTS
pines and the Abilene, Tex., pro
Ali lisc6raw •
bogeyed every one of those last
three holes to finish two strokes
The Year's
behind winner George Archer.
1$ 1
"What I learned from that
kit Seiler
helped me to win another
tournament later that year, the
Cleveland Open'," he said.
"Maybe someday it will help
me to win a major championship—maybe this one this
The Volkswagen Seworebock
year."
It's as etonorhicol to niWos our Wile bug
And iL!
os eory to park. Because .obtside,
about the so e ire os our bug
Coody, tall, slope-shouldered,
But inside, it's rncre de our boy.
and laconic, seized the firstIt con seat 4 Plus hold just about SO`'.
0 mare luggage thonobe biggest domestic sedan
ound lead with a three-birdie
(Over twice as mucirJ yertr-ho)d down it's back seat.)
burst from the 13th through the
The-Volkswagen Sou
tsck:fttoreoo small, not too big. Just right.
15th holes jiisj when it seemed
that 69 probably would be good
enough for first place. In the
five-way tie at 69 were Bob
Murphy, Don Janeary, Ray
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
Floyd. Bob Lunn': and dark.
Open Mon. thru Sat 73O A.M. 'LI 5 P.M.

ers Meet Bucks

Mayas Doing Everything
But Pitch For SF Giants
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WALLIS

INVITATION FOR BIDS

DRUG

Lamb Doing Well
After Operation

Coody Thinks Hell Make Good
His Second Chance At Masters

t COUNTRY MUSIC :
*
*
*
SHOW
*
.:.
*
Live On Stage Performances
*

Ryan O'Neal

*

*

*
*

Starts WEDNESDAY!

1

It. Every Saturday Night 8:00 p.m. il.
*
* HARDIN COUNTRY MUSIC HALL 1
3
*
KAR KENTUCKY
*IN,

If our bug is too small and our box is too big,
how about something in-between?

*
*

* Featuring The Top Talent Of *
*
*
*
The
Area
*
*
*
*
SPONSORED BY

*

*

* Eugene Kirk & The Country lt,
*
*
Gentlemen
*
* Adults $1.00
Children 25C *

•••

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC

********************
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Steele-Moss Vows To Be Read

Gail, weighing six pounds five
ounces, born on Tuesday, April 6,
at 10.43 a.m. at the Murray
Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is employed at
the Murray Division of the
TaPPaili Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Crawford Armstrong of Murray
Route Seven and Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Oliver of Mayfield Route
Seven. Mrs. Ruby Moreland of
Mayfield is a great grandmother.

Let your husband
show his emotions
By Abigail Van Buren
emotional man.
DEAR ABBY: I am married to a highly
and Dennis
movie,
sad
very
a
to
went
we
Last evening
parts.
sad
cried like a baby in all the
his eyes
When Dennis cries, he blows his nose a lot and
of a theater
out
walk
to
ssing
embarra
very
it's
and
get red,
father just
with a man who looks like a little boy whose
worked him over in the woodshed.
When we see
It doesn't have to be a sad movie, either.
I knew he
cries.
be
hard
funny movies, Dennis laughs so
I shouldn't
was emotional when I married him, so maybe
nice way to tell him
complain, but I wish there were some
s in public. After
emotion
his
to please try harder to control
EMBARRASSED
movie.
a
only
it's
all,
"cultural refineDEAR EMBARRASSED: CH the many
that it's "mameats" in oar present-day 'eddy, the nods.
physically
the
of
sae
is
ay
to
man
sa/ugly" for a
feel more
should
man
•
why
damaging. 'Mere is no reams
woman.
ashamed of expressing an lamest modes than a
feelings suffer
Those who consistently kide their (rise
disorders sad
from a variety of aliments. chronic stomach
husband is
year
that
grateful
Be
two.
name
to
,
diseases
skin
able to give vent to his emotions. It's healthy!
first
DEAR ABBY I have been married twice. My
marriage was miserable. My second, wonderful.
g
My problem is that my mother never throws anythin
e
marriag
first
my
from
gown
away. She has the wedding
hanging in the closet of her bowie. Every time I go over
times to
there I see it, and it bugs me. I've told her several
of it
please give it away, or throw it away Just get rid
because it stirs up such unpleasant memories.
She says, "Maybe one day your daughter will want to
get married in it."
I said, "Over my dead body." Abby, my daughter M
yellow.
only 10, and besides that gown is 20 years old and
BUGGED
What can I do?
DEAR BUGGED: If the gown helms, to you land it
seems to me that it does—even if your mother paid for RI
you can remove it from Use closet and dispose of it any way
you wish. It's difficult to believe that your mother has year
best interests at heart, I she hawws hew you feel sad keeps
It beagleg where yea will see it every time you visit.
DEAR ABBY: I have been keeping company with a
very nice gentleman for 17 years now. Al is 51, and I am 50.
He is a wonderful man and very good-natured. Al recently
bought a five-room house [two bedrooms] and we are living
together, bat not as man and wife. We get along so well and
sharing one house is convenient for both of us. I feel I am
doing no wrong, but the neighbors don't see it that way.
Al says be will marry toe if I want him to, but I'm
afraid it might spoil our wonderful relationship. We get
along in every way, and we don't tell each other what to do.
I have one bad habit winch Al hates. Playing Bingo. I'm
afraid if I married him he would try to make me quit Bingo,
and I don't want to quit. What do you advise? UP NORTH
DEAR UP: %nee you and Al are Bet "living as man
and wife." deal marry him because of what the neighbors
may think. You're right. • husband might insist that his
wife quit Bingo, hot a "pal" sharing the same Itoe (separate bedrooms) would have nothing to say about it. Don't
rock the boat.
DEAR ABBY In reference to the traveling salesman
whose wife didn't like housework, fed the kids peanut butter
sandwiches and potato chips, but she'd jump into bed with
him anytime. Tell him I will take her off his hands
With a woman like that to came borne to, I'd have
enough incentive to make millions, which of course woukl
pay for a full-time, live-in maid.
I don't like housework, either But I sure like to swing.
DAN IN PORTLAND
What's your problem! You'll feel better V you got it it
year chest. Write to ABBY. Box MOO, Los Angeles, Cal.
Me. For a personal reply ~lose stamped, addressed
eovelope.
For Abby's booklet, "Row to Have a Lovely Woddhle."
to Abby, Box WM, Los Angeles, Cal. WSW
amid

Mrs. J. B. Burkessn

litre 711•lilt a 153-41147
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Now Serving
* FRESH KY, LAKE CATFISH
* COUNTRY HAM - STEAKS

ERES11 KY. LAKE CATFISH DINNERS
Bring the Whole Family!

Miss Angela Gail Beane Becomes Bride
Of Kerry Wayne Williams In Beautiful
Mr and Mrs. Bobby Armstrong
the
of Murray Route Seven are
, Spring Creek Baptist Church
parents of a baby girl, Teresa Ceremony
rBIRTHS4;1

Paula Marie is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Reed of Benton Route Four for
their baby girl, weighing six
pounds 442 ounces, born on
Tuesday, April 6, at 6:05 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another daughter,
Pamela Lynn, age three. The
father is employed at Carbide,
Calvert City.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Reed of Benton Route
Three and Mr. and Mrs. James
Edwards of Benton Route Five.

Miss Debbie Debris Steele
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Steele of Murray Route Seven announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter,
Debbie Debris, to Howard L. Moss, son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
A. Moss of Paducah.
Miss Steele is a 1969 graduate of Murray High School. She is
presently a junior at Murray State University majoring in
elementary education.
Mr. Moss is a 1968 graduate of Paducah Tilghman High School
and is now a senior at Murray State University majoring in
sociology.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, June 18, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at the Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ, Murray. No formal invitations are being sent, but all
friends and relatives are invited to attend.

DRESSING
TURKEY It SUND
AY
EASTER

1

6 A.M.—to 10 P.M. — 7 Days A Week
- J. C. GALLIMORE —
tilfroMINKIIIIWORKIIIMSSISWKIlanwsa \N
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Bridge Winners Are
Named At Calloway

Luncheon & Fashion
Show Attended By
Sorority Group

The prize winners at Ladies
Day Bridge held Wednesday
April 7, at Galloway County
Country Club, were Ruth Wilson,
high; Juliette Wallis, second
high; and Nell Roach.

A luncheon was held at the
Holiday Inn of Murray on
Tuesday, April 6, by the Omicron
Alpha chapter of Tau Phi
Awards were made at the
Mr. and Mrs. Kerry Wayne Williams
n by the bridge ballad/Wit
Lambda.
luncheo
blue carnations.
Prospective members were The sanctuary of the Spring and pink and
and Ruth Wilson.
Holton
Marie
Joe Crutcher served as best The next bridge session will be
invited in order to acquaint them Creek Baptist Church was the
the
of
cousin
Lee,
with the members of the sorority setting for the wedding of Miss man. Terry
held Wednesday. April 24, at nine
good friend of the
and their activities. Fashions Angela Gail Beane, daughter of bride and
Mt
a
served as the groomfrom a local shop were also Mr. and Mrs. Halford Beane, 1300 groom,
shown during the luncheon.
Sycamore Street, Murray, to
Guests attending were Martha Kerry Wayne Williams, son of
Gibson, Vernon Williams of Murray and
Barnett, Carolyn
The South Pleasant Grove Lawanda Jones, Cynthia Hart, Jo
Friday, April 9
Mn. Eula Jones of North
at
The Good Friday Community Homemakers Club will meet
Hale, Nancy Glover, Judy Kingston, Rhode Island.
service will be held in the sanc- the home of Mrs. Kent Sing/eon at Paschall, and Jo Beth England. Rev. Herman Luder, pastor of
tuary of the First Christian one p.m.
Members present were Carolyn the church, performed the imChurch at 12:10 p.m.
Parks, Anna Laura Farris, Helen pressive double ring ceremony at
10 Miles Southeast of Murray.
Spann, Jeannie Lamb, Glenda six-thirty o'clock in the evening
Murray The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of Smith, Loretta Jobs, Kathy
North
The
2.
April
on Friday,
Just Off 121 at 614 Junction
Homemakers Club will meet at the First United Methodist Sykes, Julia Higginbotham, The ceremony was read before
the
at
meet
will
Morris,
WSCS
Edgar
r,
Mrs
Church
of
Scribne
home
Judy
the
1Yeva Grogan,
the beautifully decorated altar
Lynn Grove Road. at 1 30 p.m. church at seven p.m.
We Have A Large Selection of ...
Melody Swift, Martha Andrus, with a white wrought iron arch,
and Diana Myers.
centered with a large white
The next monthly meeting will wedding bell. Baskets of white
A bake sale will be held in front
ent of the
Urns
be held on April 27, at 700 p.m. at gladioli were placed on each side
of Belk's store on the west side of The Theta Departm
has
the home of Mrs. Jane Alley, 1207 of the arch, flanked by the seven
the court square starting at 8:30 Murray Woman's Club
a.m., sponsored by Gamma postponed its meeting until April Doran Road, Murray. Carolyn branched candelabra holding
Parks will be co-hostess for the white tapers. The candles were
Omicron chapter of Beta Sigma , 19.
meeting.
Phi.
lighted by Allan Beane and John
Allan Fitts. Palms were also used
The Sigma Department of the
Saturday, April 10
home of Mrs. Marvin to enhance the altar. The family
the
at
meet
Club has
The Boots and Slippers Square Murray Woman's
pews were marked with white
Scott at seven p.m.
Dance Club will have a dance at postponed its meeting until April
satin bows.
the American Legion building at 19
Mrs. David Howell, pianist,
eight p.m. with Bill Dunn as the
The Harris Grove omemakers presented a program of nuptial
caller.
will meet with Mrs. Bun music including "Because",
The Cordelia Erwin Circle of Cub
"Always", "Dearly Beloved".
on at one p.m.
Wilkers
t Grove WSCS
A rummage sale will be held at the South Pleasan
She also played the traditional
to meet at the
the American Legion Hall is scheduled
wedding marches for the
starting at 6:30 a.m., sponsored church at seven p.m.
'he Wesleyan Circle of the processional and the recessional.
Bride's Dress
by the WSCS of the Goshen
First United Methodist Churct
United Methodist Church. PerThe bride, given in marriage
will meet with Mrs
WSCS
Tuesday, April 13
length
sons desiring items to be picked
Gordon Moody, 525 South 6t1 by her father, wore a floor
753or
753-5325
call
sale
the
for
up
wedding gown of Chantilly lace
7:30 p.m.
at
Street,
The Almo Homemakers Club
5565 by noan on Friday.
fashioned with an A-line skirt
will meet at the home of Mrs. Don
with a train extending in the
A potluck
A clean up day at the Murray Bucy at ten a.m.
back. The dress featured a high
be served at noon
Thursday, April 11
Qty Park will be held from nine supper will
stand up neckline and long lace
a.m. to noon, sponsored by Boy
sleeves. Her veil was attached to
Scout Troop 77 Any other pera cluster of white satin roses. She
kers
sons are asked to help with the The Paris Road Homema
Chapter No. 511 carried a bridal bouquet of white
Hill
Temple
Club will meet at the home of
will daisies and carnations entwined
clean up.
Order of the Eastern Star
Mrs. Lucille Hart at 1:30 p.m
the with tiny simulated pearls.
at
meeting
hold its regular
The Captain Wendell Oury
Miss Gaynell Turner of Murray
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
chapter of the DAR will honor the
was the maid of honor and the
Senior Good Citizens of Galloway The Westside Homemakers
bridesmaid was Miss Patricia
of
and Murray High Schools with a Club will meet at the home
Department of the Evans, also of Murray.
Home
The
p.m
wore street
luncheon at the Holiday Inn at Mrs. Pat Bogard at 12:30
Murray Woman's Club will meet The attendants
p.m. length dresses of pink polyester
12:30 p.m.
1:30
at
house
club
at the
will be Mesdames crepe and lace. Their short face
Murray Star chapter No 433 Hostesses
Lavender, Vernon veils were attached to bead
Saturday, April 10
Tommy
Order of the Eastern Star will
Clark, Orvis dresses of pink organdy pleated
Virgk
,
Roberts
An Easter Egg Hunt for pre- meet at the Masonic Hall at 7 30
bows. They carried small white
J.
Hoffman.
B.
Hendrix, and
school to third grade members p.m
baskets filled with yellow daisies
County
y
Callowa
the
only of
Country Club will be held from
1 ten to 11:30 a.m. Each child The Bessie Tucker Circle of the
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
should bring four eggs. Refresh- First United Methodist Church
TRADE WITH
games
and
•
ments will be served
WSCS has cancelled its meeting
played. The committee in charge for today.
is Mesdames Gary Marquardt,
Patellae rcar Meet
George Ed Waldrop, Ted
w • Ryan O'Neal
All
Mac6ra
Bradshaw,J. Russel Ross, Bobby Group III of the Baptist Women
Nix Crawford,and E. D. Roberts. of the First Baptist Church will
Murray, Ky.
753-6273
meet at the home of Mrs. Naomi
LOW PROFIT
—
ME
VOLU
LARGE
Miller at two p.m.
Sunday, April II
"Service Built Our Business"
A sunrise service will be held at
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
the Poplar Spring Baptist Church
NEW OR USED CAR
at six a.m. with Rev. Jerre! White
Wednesday, April 14
as speaker. Refreshments will be
served following the service.
The Arts and Crafts Club will ,
with Mrs. S. I.. Horn at 230
meet
will
service
sunrise
The Easter
p.m.
be held at the Kirksey United
Methodist Church at five a.m.

WILLIE'S ANTIQUE
- AND GIFT SHOP

*Early American Stoneware -'*
* Vases * Flower Pots * Pitcher
and Bowl Sets * Glass (old and new)
* Bottles * Many Different Sizes of
* Glazed Pottery Frogs for the Yard
* Concrete Water Fountains, Bird
Baths and Animals
OPEN 1 A.M. to 10 P.M.
7 DAYS A WEEK
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PARKER FORD INC.

New
Concord
The
Homemakers Club will meet with
Coimty Mrs. W.D.51cCuiston at one p.m.
Calloway
The
Genealogical Society will meet at
the home of Miss Maude Nance at The Pottertown Homemakers
1:30 p.m.
Club will meet at the Holiday Inn
at tan cm.
Monday. April 12

Will Be Serving ...

*
iv

sman. The ushers were Allan
Beane, brother of the bride, and
John Allan Fitts, cousin of the
groom.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Beane chose a pink dress of
polyester knit with white accessories. Her corsage was of
white carnations with pink accents.
Mrs. Charlie Rose, grandmother of the groom, wore a pink
knit dress with a matching coat
and beige accessories. Her
corsage was of white carnations
accented with pink.
The bride's maternal grandmother, Mrs. Porter Hutchens,
wore a navy dress of polyester
knit and black accessories. Her
corsage of white carnations was
accented in blue.
Miss Cordellia Williams, sister
of the groom, kept the register at
the church.
Following the ceremony the
wedding party greeted the guests
in the church foyer.
Mr. and Mrs. Williams left for
an unannounced wedding trip.
They are now at home on Murray
Route Two.
The bride attended Murray
High School. The groom attended
Calloway County High School and
Is now employed at General Thi
and Rubber Company, Mayfield:

PAGF: F

Homemakers
The Suburban
the home Of The Coles Camp Ground United
Club will meet at
seven p.m. Methodist Church WSCS will
at
Adams
Leon
Mrs

- 4-•

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.
We Specialize In Your Needs

IS MORE THAN
JUST A WORD
WITH US

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE
Phone 753-9999

L'i1 A

Starts WEDNESDAY!

(After 5:00, 753-9161)
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deputy county attorney can tell
WASHINGTON — U.S.
you what steps to take to
Peanut butter user
'federal agencies, including
require your husband to supPeanut butter, an excellent
the military, own 302,012
port the children.
source of food energy, piotein,
:Rucks.
Q. In October, 1970, I gave a
arid B vitamins, blends smoothlocal jeweler a ring (of great
ly into cooked dishes while
4 Land Between The Lakes: comprehension of nature in an
By
ANN
RUDY
American housewife whose
sentimental value to me) to be
adding tasty variety to comCopley
News Service
Experiment In Recreation, by outdoor exposure." To uncoffee is only one day old. But
remounted. He sent the ring to
mon foods, such as potatoes.
Frank E.Smith, will be published derstand the intricate balances in
a New York jeweler-designer
heaven knows I try. This Either white or sweet ones
are
My husband's idea of good morning as I
on April 17 by the University nature is, he believes, the first
for mounting. On Dec. 23 he
poured a partestier when1 crunchy peanut
E.
DEMON
By
J.
coffee
is
not
in
keeping
with ticularly dark brew for him, I
Press of Kentucky.
called to say he could get no
requisite for developing inbutte?' is mashed with them.
Copley News Service
what he preaches.
As the world's most extensive telligent public support for the
tried to bring a little conanswer to his inquiries about
Nleatloaf takes on unusual
For
years he has told me, tinental touch to an otherwise
the ring, and offered to let me
experiment in recreation, Land conquest of our environmental
nutty goodness with peanut
Attorney's fees in the settling
patiently, that the best wines crushingly suburban
choose a ring from his stock to
Between the Lakes is both a ills
breakfast. butter as an ingredient.
of estates are often misunare
carefully
aged.
He
has
"Ali, Thursday morning," I
forerunner and an example of the The book describes Land derstood and resented by the replace it. But his rings are
instructed me not to shake the said, "that was
a good day."
types of endeavor which, Between the Lakes which lies in surviving members of the inferior to mine, and besides
bottle
and
disturb
the sediment
He pushed the cup and saucer CAUGHT WITH THE CRATES
Roderick Nash says in the in- western Kentucky' and Tennessee family. When such fees appear my ring had much sentimental
before
pouring.
away with one finger and I
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPI)—
troduction, "ultimately hold the between two huge lakes formed excessive, there are legal value. What legal action can I
Only last night he read the couldn't have
take" — Mrs. E. M.
felt worse if he ,The Civil Service Commission
The ,
key to stopping the approaching by dams on the Tennessee and means to get a fair deterlabel
on
the
dinner
wine
and
A. The law considers your
had slapped me across the face has upheld
the firing of a
menace
of environmental Cumberland Rivers. Some mination of them. This Texas transaction
exclaimed,"Ah, 1959. That was with his glove.
with the yeweler a
dogcatcher who contended he
a
deterioration." For the future, 170,000 acres bounded by 300 reader has such a problem:
good
year."
I have listened
I held my grounds.
bailment, an act in which
Q. What course of action is
was totally disabled in an auto
well; I have the message. And I
says Mr. Nash, "we must regain miles of shoreline, Land Between
"This coffee is fresh day
ownership remains with you
have carried this training over before
accident and should receive city
a sense of respect for and com- the Lakes has a rich variety of open to me to contest a $7,000 while possession
,• hostess can help you
yesterday'," I cried
is with the
into my coffee perking.
munity with the other life-forms plant and animal life. Conceived fee levied by an attorney for bailee, the jeweler. If
• over the anxiety of getindignantly, and he went right medical benefits.
the
handling
basic
and
usual
the
When
I
The ruling came after compour
Tenhis
administra
sharing
the
by
the environment."
ted
morning on reading the sports page. I
and
ting acquainted in new
jeweler disposes of the ring in a
simple legal matters of my
ri surroundings and make
manner not authorized by you, coffee I am always very careful guess some husbands are just mission members viewed a 30
Frank E. Smith, a director of nessee Valley Authority, it is a mother's estate? There was
a
not to shake the pot so the loose harder
h.you feel at ''Home
to please than others. minute color film taken by a
TVA, tells the story of this unique recreational experiment will, and no problems. I have he is liable for a breach of
grounds
will stay in the bottom
visitors
from
attracted
But it is beginning to dawn on private investigator showing
Sweet Home," again.
diverse recreational venture which has
learned that the $7,000 figure is contract action and may be
where they belong. But what me that when
it comes to Able M. Gonzales, 52, lifting
which transformed mostly around the world.
derived from a formula based required to pay the market does he ask me?
She will bring gifts and
coffee,
value
there
plus
is
no
vantage in heavy crates while moonlight.
Land
Between
sentimental
The
Lakes
is
value
submarginal land into a largecu vital information from
on the grass value of the estate.
He asks me, "When did you vintage.
ing at a produce market.
scale, multiple-use facility that illustrated with ninety-six color It is a formula used in Illinois. (208 F. Supp 95 — N. Y.).
"your neighborhood busimake this?" "Last night," I
provides entertainment for plates showing scenes and
The chief judge of the
ness and civic leaders.
answer — which is, I realize,
thousands of visitors. Planned for wildlife from the area, and had probate court has written this
nowhere near 1959, but it's a
Call
endpaper
attorney twice, asking for a
maps.
fullest use of natural resources,
start. So why does he cover his
Phone 753-2378
Land Between the Lakes is of Frank E. Smith is a director of breakdown of his time and
eyes with one hand?
Agyrtle Mae (jr.all
I do the best I can for
utmost significance for con- the Tennessee Valley Authority. services, but so far we have
L1534365
someone without a European
servation specialists, outdoor He was a member of the had no reply. How can I contest
I he Moat
background. I mean, if he
recreation planners and ad- Mississippi State Senate, 1948-50, this unwarranted expense? —
Famous Basket
wants me to come to the break.
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And so,the six Bunny-Wunnies
said good night, and went to
sleep. Their adventure was over,
and all had ended well.7heEnd
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THAT tilAS THE MOST EXCITING
NOVEL I'VE EVER REAP I
THINK I'LL li)RiTE A FAN
LETTER TO THE AUTHOR..

SOMEHOW, I HAVE TFIE
FEELING THAT 5HE'5 A
VERK NICE- PERSON

You waited now
to get the deal of the year.
Don't blow it on the wrong car.

Nancy
1971 Maverick 2-Door Sr 1.1r

NANCY, I'VE BEEN
LEARNING- ESIRD
IMITATIONS --JUST
LISTEN

TO WRITE DOwt--4
WHAT IS
MY HEAD .
•It,
.

I

TIZY TO KEEP

MY DIARY TERSE.

A—AG, I'VE
FROM BED 'TO vEIP`TT
1971 Ford LTD Brougham 2-Door Hardtop

...••••••

FORD

Your Ford Dealer's got the right cars right now.
Price is only part of a good deal. It's what you
get for your money that counts. And your Ford
Dealer can do justice to you on both scores.

WE'LL NEVER KNOW IF
THERE'S A MAN DORIED
UNDER Ti-IAT MoON1Ar N oF
LARD, UNLESS Hi
vaiCii41-1!

(,-14.44-liCki RENA/yr GONNA)
YO'NOME-WRECKIN
L I I..SNIP.S.f.r2L)

fp

r-h.101r9rfAS

BRiN61
HIM /115 MEAI.5 —
CHOCK FULL O'MUD
MUSHROOMS!!
:41

,

THEOLD
LAUNDRY

(
IT
._. MUST BE_
PlTIFUL TO DE
LAD', IS
THAT AGE- - )
MUMBLING
10 HERSELF
AGAIN!!

\c-

Maverick's low price has always made it
simple to own. But what you get for that
simple price is a compact economy car that's
not only simple to drive and maintain, but
also has the best frequency of repair record
of any American car, according to a recent

independent survey. Maverick offers a choicei
of 2-door, 4-door and sporty„Grabber. And/
now there's a V-8 to go with three economical3
Sixes.
Ford LTD gives you the strength and luxury of;
cars costing hundreds of dollars more and a
quiet ride that many of the more expensive cars can't measure up to. Maybe that's whyl
LTD is tops in its class in sales.

Pinto, Maverick, Mustang,Torino, Ford:jaetter Ideas whose time is now.

cAca

PARKER FORD Inc•
701 Main Street
Phone 753-5273
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of.
World
Wide
___,ABC's
Sports" at 5 offers the Daytona
(Fla.) "125" stock car race,
U.S.S.R.-U.S. wrestling meet at
Evanston, Ill., and the National
Air Races, Reno.
Gregory Peck, Mike Douglas,
Carol Lawrence and Phyllis
Diller are on Pearl Bailey's .
ABC hour at 8:30.
NBC's movie. at 8:30 screens
1968's "Sebastian," starring
Dirk Bogarde and Susannah
York in the story of a mathematician working for British intelligence who is implicated in
espionage.

Year's Model." Mystery of the
honesty of Heyes and Curry in
of valuable new style
theft
returning a cache of diamonds
TELEVTON SCHEDULE
designs involves the kidnaping of
leads to big trouble.
on
Waiting"
a girl.
are
"Walls
WSM-4
In
WSIX4
WLAC-5
SATURDAY
NBC's "Ironside" at 8:30, a paSUNDAY
role officer's severity and nar- Atlanta and Philadelphia are
cotics parolees brings a threat in NBC's major league baseball
Sunrise Semester Know Your Bible
630
game at 2 p.m.
against his life.
Tom di Jerry
Sego Bros.
examination of welfare
7:00
fare,screens
9
"CBS Golf Classic" at 4 has
at
movie
9
CBS
at
movie
screens
The
ABC
The
By JACK GAYER
7:05 Farm Digest
problems and possible solutions 1966's "Kid Rodelo," starring the first 18 holes of the 36-hole
(UPI)—The tele- 1965's "24 Hours to Kill," starat
YORK
CBS
NEW
on
"Hawaii Five-0"
7:15 Report
Don Murray and Janet Leigh in final with Tom Weiskopf and
vision networks will he spes ring Mickel, Rooney and Walter
World Tomorrow
Penelope Piston
7:30 Discovery
repeats the first half of a the story of a drifter who pro- Bert Yancey playing Frank
10
to
Slezak in a tale of international two-parter about the disappear.
Wonderama
Carl Tipton
cial Easter Sunday programs
6:00 Roadrunner
Hinson at Akscientist tects a girl from a band of es- Beard and Larry
intrigue in the Middle East.
Jubilee
begin the next week.
8.30 Hot Dog
ance of a Washington
(CBS requests these
Ohio.
ron,
convicts.
caped
of
spot
entertainment
Quest
Johnny
The big
Cantata
900 Jambo
"NBC World Premiere Movie after he discovers a biologica
awards of the names not be released to pubCattanooga Cats
the week is the annual movie Entire" at 9 repeats "The Other mutation hostile to every forrr The annual
Look up & Live
9:30 Herald of Truth
Academy of Motion Picture lic before 5 p.m. April 10.)
Bullwinkle
Oral Roberts
Oscar Awards show, which NBC Man," starring Roy Thinnes
10:00This is the Life
earth.
of life on
Arts and Sciences are made in
10:3t
Faith For Today Discovery
airs Thursday night.
THURSDAY
and Joan Hackett, in which a
a 10 o'clock program on NBC
GeNational
11:00
CBS has another
Flipper
on
Jones"
and
Smith
neglected wife falls in love with
-Alias
11:30 Worship
ographic special Tuesday. ABC a notorious playboy, who meets
Pet Set
Face the Nation
"Never that continues till all awards
ABC at 7:30 p.m. offers
have been made. Various stars
12:00 meet The Press
News Conf.
has a welfare documentary a mysterious death.
NHL Hockey
Trust An Honest Man." The present the Oscars at the Los
12:30Newsmakers
Wednesday and a Friday docuSoul of The City
TUESDAY
1:00 Movie
Angeles Music Center. This preNBA Basketball
mentary involving a survey of CBS preempts "The Beverly
1:30
empts the Dean Martin and
Americans' hopes and frustra- Hillbillies" and "Green Acres,"
2:00
Johnny Carson programs.
tions.
7:30-8:30 p.m., for "Journey to
2:30 Gidget
FRIDAY
EST):
(Times
Highlights
a
Arctic,"
National
the High
Bill Anderson
Golf Tourn.
3:00 Film
Friday Night at the
"CBS
SUNDAY
3:30 Bowling
Geographic Society special dealMovie
Movies" at 9 has the world
CBS preempts "Lamp Unto ing with an expedition seeking
4:00 Nat. Boating Test
and
premier of "Powderkeg," pilot
Spell Down
My Feet" and "Look Up
4:30 TBA
young
animals
for
capture
to
-QV
film for a new fall series starReport
Live," 10-11 am., for the pre- breeding, study and zoological
5:00 Comment
rinv Rod Taylor and Dennis
miere of an original *cantata, exhibition.
5:30 News
Roger Mudd
l'
Johnny Cash
"And David Wept," with Metro- Don Knotts' guest on his NBC
6:00 Scene at six
Jerry Lynn Lovett, Insurance Cole. They play a pair of tough,
Lassie
L ...., .
;
..:.:
416 •• '*
''4
-,
\
•
4
11111%
politan Opera soloists and the hour at 8 are Steve Allen, Louis Agent from Hardin, Kentucky, trouble - shooting investigators
s ....
,
Hogan's Heroes
.. . --;.,
6:30 Disneyland
•
A
F.B.I.
.--__
CBS orchestra interpretating Nye and Tom Poston.
dr..\.•
Ed Sullivan
7:00
has been selected to appear in the in the southwest in the 1914 era.
1 ,IL
:.:.
N,
,
toy
/
and
.
o
train
a
Laderman
hijacks
Mexican
A
Darion-Ezra
this Joe
7.30 Bill Cosby
--....-...
ABC's "Movie of the Week" 1970 edition of Personalities of the
•
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Movie
work dedicated to both Passover at 8:30, repeats "But I Don't South. Lovett was among 4,000 holds 73 passengers hostage in
s . S';-,
Glen Campbell
8:00 Bonanza
,i!
(_.
4
release of his bandit
.
and Easter.
Jackie Gleason
9:00 Bold Ones
Want To Get Married," with citizens selected from the 15 seeking
News
...*".`,...
brother.
NBC airs Easter Sunday Herschel Bernardi as a widower southern states.
News
10:00 Scene at Ten
Movie
ABC preempts "Love, AmeriPerry Mason
service from Central United trying to escape another mar10:30 Tonight Show
Biographies chosen for this can Style" at 10 for a special,
Late Show
Methodist Church in Atlanta, riage.
11:30
have contributed to "National Polling Day: The
publication
noon.
to
11
from
Ga.
NBC's movie at 9 rescreens
MONDAY
CBS preempts "Camera 1969's "Death of a Gunfighter," the life of their community either Surprising Americans." Louis
Three" and "Face The Nation," starring Richard Widmark and by professional or civic ac- Harris poll examining the
Country Journal
5:45
Personalities are hopes, frustrations and succes11 noon, for Easter services at Lena Horne in the story of a tivities.
News
6:00 Morning Show
the Asylum Hill Congregational western marshal who finds he selected from nominations ses of the American people.
Morning Watch
Real McCoys
6:30
"Li'! Hustler" Pickup
received from colleges and
NBC's "Strange Report" at
Church in Hartford, Conn.
Bozo
7:00 Today Show
has outlived his usefulness.
cam engine...city
Play on final holes of the last The alternate-week "60 Min- universities; businesses; civic 10 offers "Cover Girl — Last
Captain Kangaroo
Datsun carries almost
8:00
manners in the
round of the Masters Golf utes" on CBS at 10 features an clubs; national, state, and
Mike Douglas
anything but a big
Romper Room
8:30
associations; and inis
regional
Ga.,
Augusta,
4-speed
all-synchro
Tournament,
Place
Diah's
tag.
9:00
Hazel
price
exclusive interview with actor
dividuals.
on CBS from 4 to 5:30.
stick shift.
Hillbillies
9:30 Concentration
George C. Scott in which he
• Six foot all-steel bed
NBC's Disney hour at 7:30 tells why he will refuse to ac•
Head out in the
Family Affair
Gourmet
10:00 Sale of Century
holds up to half a ton.
Lovett is owner of an insurance
repeats "Von Drake In Spain," cept a movie Oscar award agency in Hardin.
one selling
That Girl
number
10:30 Hollywood Squares Love of Life
tailgate
He is
• Flat loading
combination animation-human should one be voted him.
Where Heart Is
Bewitched
import truck. And get
11:00 Jeopardy
president of the South Marshall
gets it on.
show about Spain, with star
World Apart
11:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow
up to 25 miles per
Industrial Development Com• Heavy duty rear axle
WEDNESDAY
dancers Jose Greco and Rafael
News
All My Children
12:00 Noon Show
gallon all the way.
mittee and has been the Chairbabies it along.
"The
9
at
preempts
ABC
De Cordova involved.
Singing Cony.
12:05
Council.
Drive a Datsun...
City
Hardin
power
the
of
man
country
There's
for
Show"
a
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spec.
As The World Turns Let's Make A Deal Ed Sullivan's repeat on CBS Johnny
12:30
then decide.
Lovett is a member of the
Scene,"
HP overhead
Changing
96
"The
the
ial,
in
show
1970
27,
Newlywed Game at 8 is the Oct.
1:00 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing
Executive Committee of the
saluting the 25th anniversary of musical-variety hour with Rob- Democratic Part, of Marshall
Guiding Light
Dating Game
130 Doctors
FC.); CORRECT
GouRobert
to
host
as
Culp
ert
the United Nations, including
Secret Storm
Gen. Hosp.
200 Another World
County and has been active as a
Osmond
the
Eden,
Barbara
let,
GilTIME and
Astrid
as
such entertainers
Edge of Night
One Life
2:30 Bright Promise
boy scout leader and was
oerto, Ravi Shankar and the Brothers, Johnny Brown, John
Gomer Pyle
Dark Shadows
3:00 Another World
TEMPERATURE
PRODUCT OF NISSAN
member of the District Council.
Denver and Bernie Kopell.
Ballet Africains.
Lucy Show
Gilligan's Island
3:30 Star Trek
Hardin
OR
1
of
N)3F
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DAY
a
also
is
He
at
Dan Boone
The ABC movie at 9 re- NBC's "Kraft Music Hall"
Movie
4:00
Berkley Lodge. He is a member
screens 1966's "Walk, Don't 9 repeats -Fiddler on the
4:30 Wild, Wild West
of the Baptist Church.
show
variety
comedy
Loose,"
Run," starring Cary Grant in a
News
5:00
to
Lovett is married to the former
romantic comedy set in Tokyo with Jack Benny as host
Weather
5:25 News
Amsterdam,
Morey
Cope and is the father
,
Liberare
Brenda
News
Suring the Olympics.
News
5:30 News
Henny Youngman, Astrud Gil- of two sons, Troy and Trent, andl
Open Evenings Till 8:00
Jeannie
MONDAY
News
6:00 Scene at Six
daughter, Amy. He is the son
of
the Blues Magoos
berton,
one
Deal
A
S.
Wilt
Make
and
Jr.
Phone 753-7114
Davis,
12th
Let's
St.
Gunsmoke
Skelton
Sammy
Red
6:30
Mr. and Mrs. Rollie A. Lovett
!Murray. Kent-. k•
Newlywed Game Chamberlain headline the re7:00 Laugh In
ABC preempts "The Young of
Am. Sptsmn. Spec peated "Rowan and Martin's Lawyers" at 10 for a news of Benton, Kentucky.
Here's Lucy
7:30
_ 111
Movie
Laugh-In" for NBC at 8.
Mayberry RFD
8.00 Movie
special, "The Anatomy of WelDoris Day
8:30
Carol Burnett
9:00
News
News
10:00 Scene at Ten
Dick Cavett
Mery Griffin
10:30 Tonight Show

Special Easter Programs
Will Begin Week's Fare

Save more when
you buy it,more
when you drive it.
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The Resurmelion
v
,
-- By RUTH HYDE
Written Especially fur etntriil Pl"C
THOUGH it was the Sabbath, several Ar the chief priests
and Pharisees went. to Pilate on the day after the crucifixion
to request a guard for the tomb to prevent the body being
stolen by His followers. The request was granted and Roman
soldiers were detailed to watch the tomb after the stone wa.
kecurely scaled.
Still, when Mary Magdalene arrived at the tomb in thi
early dawn of the next day, she found 'the stone rolled away
Fearful that someone had stolen her Lord's body, she rushei
off to tell Peter. The two Marys who accompanied her re
mained at the tomb. While they waited, an angel appeare•
to them and assured thorn that He whom they sought wai
not there. Jesus was risen.
When Peter and John arrived, they entered the tomb
see for themselves. They found the linen cloths which had
surrounded Jesus' body empty, but undisturbed and in place
Nearby lay the kerchief which had bound His head. There
was no indication of desecration or that the tomb's occupant
had departed hastily. The soldiers told of an earthquake and
an angel who appeared to roll away the stone before they
fell into unconsciousness. - Other than that, they knew
nothing.
Mary Magdalene remained behind when the other left.
Hearing someone speaking to her. she assumed it was the
gardener. Suddenly-ishe became aware that it was Jesus
speaking and she hurried after the disciples exulting that
she had seen and spoken to the Master.
That the tomb was empty there was no doubt. Even His
enemies did not deny this fact, though they circulated
rumors that the disciples themselves had stolen the body
during the night while the guards slept. Were this the ease,
the gravecloths would not have been left and, had the body
been unwrapped, the linens would not have been undisturbed.
On the surface, these facts alone indicate that Jesus had
fulfilled His prophecy that He would arike on the third day.
But the. real fact of the Resurrection NE in the numbers of
simple, sober, solid people who saw and talked to Him in
His resurrected state. They witnessed to His, Resurrection
despite the fact that their testimony could bring them persecution and death. Andithe Resurrection of Jesiss took it,
place in religious and secular history
Next: 'Thomas the Doubter
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HERE IS THE EVIDENCE!
(The above facts were secured from and may be checked with the files of City and County officials. )
If your community goes wet you can expect an increase in drunkenness, bootlegging, driving while intoxicated, armed
This is what has happened in the three
robberies, rape, murder, and the other resultant evils of beverage alcohol.
areas of Denison, Texas, Post, Texas, and Castro County, Tem', where 'LEGAL' SALES were voted in.
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Baptist
Scout Grove
10a m.
Worship Service
6:30p.m.
Training Union

Nov. Providence
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.30 p.m_
Evening Worship

ETmanuel Missionary
11 a.m .
Morning Worship
730 p.m.
Evening Worship

University
Morning Worship
10:30a.m.
Evening Worship
le00p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.
West Murray
10:50a.m.
Morning Worship
ap.m.
Evening Worship
Union Grove
10:508.m
Morning Worship
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship
Seventh& Poplar
10:40 a.m
Worship Service
6 p.m
Evening Service
New Concord
10.50 a.m.
Morning Service
7p.m.
Evening Worship
Plesant Valley
11 a,m.
Morning Worship
6p.m.
Evening Worship

West Fork
11 am.
Morning Worship
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship
First Baptist
10:4.5 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 30 pm.
Evening Worship
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 am.
Ppm.

Northside
Morning Worship
Worship
Evening

11..m.
7p.m.

Nasei Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 30 p.m,
Evening Worship
Poplar Springs
11 a.m
AAorning Worship
6 30p m
Evening Worship
Grace Baptist
10:45 am
Morning Worship
7p.m.
Evening Worship
Blood River
11 a.m
Morning Worship
6:30p.m
Evening Worship
KirksitY B0P71197
118.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
-...._gtening Worship

Murray Church
104.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Service
Worship
Locust Grove Church
11a.m.
Morning Worship
7p.m.
Evening Worship
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Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m 1st
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Marlins Chapel United
9 30 a m.
Worship Service
South Pleastrt Grove
/0:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6 p m.
Evening Worship
Good Shepherd United
11 a.m .
Worship Service
Brooks Chapel United
Worship services at 9 30 a.m. 1st
& 2nd Sundays, 11 am. 3rd
Sunday, & 6 p m 4th Sunday.
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St. John's Episcopal
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 30 aryl
Morning Worship
Immanuel Lutheran
9 15a m
Sunday School
10 30 a m
Morning Worship
Seventh Day Adventist
; p.m
Sabbath School
2p m
Worship Service
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Five Pick-Up and Delivery

Your Happy Shopping Store
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Open 4:00 a.m. - Close MOO p.m.
South 12th Street - Phone 753 9131
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Complete Service

Trenholm's Drive-In
/fenny Penny Chicken - Plata . Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of 51.111 Iv Mere
Phorr• 753 29,17
12th & Chr.tnut

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

Ward -Elkins

Murray Sport &Marin*
Evinrudi- CoaSizort-Tilleenaft
PolarKrait Sc'cratt-Aloat Campers
716 South 41 h
4111/

I
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OUTBOARD MOTORS DEALER
Alummum Boat Repairs
SALES& SERVICE
w End E goner's Ferry, US 64
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iir

Boone's incorpo rat*

4t1i anct c...Sycamou
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Ph 753-7793

Fiberglass 8,

Spann

Carroll Tire Service

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish Frl and Sal
he Daily - gangue Room Facilities
Plate Lunches
kw Churches. Climbs sad All Social Mootiolls
753 31012
So Side Manor Shopping Center

Air Conditioning
Heating Sheet Metal
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Southside Restaurant

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
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s TV Service
Bob'
West Kentucky Rural Electric
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COUNTY SINCE 1950
& Service
Co-Operative Corp.
—2 Way Business Radio Installation
--Aerotron Sales & Service
Ph 733.5191
Chestnut St
Dixieland Center
Pliulir 7S3 SU12

Real Estate Agency
L
.rc.al - Farm -- Budding Lots
,
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Roving • Selling Leasing
and Lake Property
Phone 770 7-01
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HOGS BOUGHT DAIL'',
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Guy
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Saki Every Tuesday of I p.m. • Ph. 153-5334

Wm. E. Dodson. Owner

Selection of

Relishes - Salads
- Vegetables and Desserts
op.* Sundays
Fast Service
Phone 753 2;00
Hwy. 641 :s., . •

Murray Livestock Co.

Phone 753 711612
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/
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Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

"For All Your Fertiliser NeedsMlirrus . Ks : ilu?,14• 753 1933

Palace Drive-In

Charcoal Hamburgers, Chicken, Pit Bar-B-0,
Shakes, Splits, Sundaes
Ph. 753-5082
1204 Chestnut

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

Flowers Per All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
753 3351
502 N. 4th St

Ph 753-7494

4th

Phone 75.3-5209

Kottiwkii Frisd elligia
"it's Finger LIckin• Good"

Cain 8 Trees Motor Sales
n__Jeep
Arnbassackir-Hornet- -Rebel Gremil
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 753 f4448
Five Points

Dairy Cheer

Mc a Mrs Wm A Jones, Owners
Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
- Furniture & Auto Upholstery

P 1 iptitip

Phone 753-1675

621 So 4th

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

606 5
Mayfield Hwy. 121

Buildings

TOM ANDREWS- YOUR HOST
Bawling At Its Best - Fine Food
Stooks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Stook - Too, Mbyte Steak
Phone 753 2202
1415 Main Street
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Timers., Chickens - Fri., Fish
i
No. 12th Ext 641 Call In Orders to 753-4419 Nmillisommtllsow'
Illewilimmems.
Shop
Peck's Upholstery & Fabric

Shady Oaks

RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy 68 at Aurora
Phone 474 2202

Grecian Steak House

Complete Ranking Service - Member FDIC
SOO h" n Phone 753 32.31
Branch Office So. 12th & Story 753 665.5
Illov•-

Stok•s Tractor & Implement Co.

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

Sales and Service
Admiral • Tappan - WhIrionril
Phone 75.3 3037
t16 South 12th

No 2 --Murray, Ky
Ph 753,5730

Compliments of
at Murray, Ky.
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NEAL STARKS
Service
"A CoMplete Service Garelle"
WE SPECIALIZE IN DOUBl F
WIDE MOBILE HOMES
of Murray on 411, Ph 253-6234
S mi. north-

Dunn TV & Appliance

Capitol Transmission
-Transmissions are our business
Not a side line

11111114KIWI PRATING SERVICI
The Businessman's Choice For Fine PrIntmq
403 Ma .1a St. -!. Murray, Kentucky
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Way man Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services 11 a m , 7p.m.

COVERING
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Easter symbolizes the CrOctil•son. Burial and
Resurrection of our True Leader The event sa packed

Jehovah's Witnesses
10 30 a.m.
Watchtower
9 30 a.m.
Bible Lecture

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR

Ph

a
a

rucifixion has more radiant beauty and deep meaning
when re see it through the fragrant glory of the snonnhite

earth all the drama of human emotion we c an withstand
H•lielsepth. sr

Christian Science
11 a.m.
Worship Service
First Assembly Of God
Ha.m.,7:30
Worship Services
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Free pickup & delivery
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S GULF SERVICE
'
CLIFFORD
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Liberty Cumberland
10 a,m.
Sunday School
II a.m.
Worship Service
North Nowt Grove
10 a.m.
School
Sunday
11 •.m.
worShIP Service
Oak Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.,7 p.m.
Worship Services
Mount Pledant
items.
Morning Worship
7p.m.
Evening Worship
an
Presbyteri
First
9:301.m.
Church School
11 a.m.
Worship ServiCe

Methodist

Sunday

•

Presbyterian

Christian

Murray Christian
45am 7pm
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•

United, 315 triton Ave
10 a m.
Sunday School
7 p m.
Evening Worship
United, New Concord
a rn.
10
Sunday School
Worship Services Ita m 7p m.
Calvary Temple
10 a m.
Sunday School
tam . 730
Services
Worship
m

Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 15t
and 4th Sundays, 630 P.M. 2nd
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Sunday, & 9 30 a m. 3rd Sunday
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
nclelleodence United
m
p
30
6
Evening Worship
Worship services at 7 p.m 151 &
3rd Sundays, 11 am 2nd SundaY9 30 a.m itth Sunday
Flint Baptist
Kirksey united
11 a.m
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 30 p.m
Evening Worship
7 03 p m
Evening Worship
Coldwater united
Cherry Corner
10 • OD
11 a.m. Church School
Morning Worship
11 00
Worship Service
7p.m
Evening Worship
Temple Hill United
Worship Service 11 a m 151 & 3rd
Elm Grove
.m
11 a
Sundays, 9 30 a m 2nd & 4th
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Sundays
Evening Worship
First Methodist
8 45 & 10.50 a.m.
Worship
Salem Baptist
11 a.m
Morning Worship
Russells Chapel United
15
m
7
p
Evening Worship
Worship Services at 9 )Oa m 15t
& 3rd Sudays, 11 a IP 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Goshen Methodist
Worship Services al Yam 151 5.
3rd Sundays, 7 p m 2nd & 4th
Sundays
First Christian
Lynn Grove
10 30a m .7
Worship Services
Worship Service at 945 a.m. 1st
m
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a m 2nd & 4th
WOrShip ServiCes 10
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Pentecostal

Memorial Baptist
10:50a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:309.m.
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Nazarene

Church Of Christ

Sinking Springs
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.M.
Worship
Evening

A
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, and Air Conditioning
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l'h.inv 753.41116
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Claude Vaughn

Jobbers of Shell Oil Products

Maytag
RCA Victor - Frigidaire
Phone 753 I , 13
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Complete Auto Repair
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Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
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NOTICE

NOTICE

Mrs. Edna Starks Knight
Mrs. Edna Starks Knight is now associated with
and working for Donald R. Tucker, Realtor.
She has been a licensed Realtor for three years.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Ponies And Children
Will love this 1b2 acre fenced lot.
3 bedroom with aluminum siding,
2 car garage, beautiful hardwood
floors. Priced at $22,000.00.
Country Living
In this 3 bedroom on large lot, 4
miles east of Murray on Hwy. 121.
Electric heat, city water, and_
garage. Just listed, so call us
today. Priced right at $13,000.00.
Take The Worry Out
Of being close. 3 bedroom, brick
veneer, located on Stella-Kirksey
Road. Carpets, dishwasher, builtin range and oven, family room
with fire-place and *ge lot.
Tired Of Renting?
Then call us on this cozy 2
bedroom frame in a good neighborhood. The inside is in excellent condition, outside paint
needed.
ff Line Busy
Keep Trying. Every one will be
calling to find out about this 3
bedroom brick at 312 Woodlawn.
Price reduced for quick sale.
67,300.00
Will buy this house and lot,
located at 103 Spruce Street. This
2 bedroom frame is available for
immediate occupancy.

SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR

KED

SERVICES

SP9001811
Are Poison

bedrooms and family room. Large
ON KEENLAND DRIVE, 1704. Brick Veneer, three
built-ins. Large utility room.$24,500.00.
kitchen, patio, two tile baths, carpeted and all
extra large family room. Good condition
FARRIS AVENUE, TWO BEDROOM brick with
$20,000..
ty
and close to the Universi
wooded water front lot. Fire-place.
TWO STORY COTTAGE AT Kentucky Lake on large

Al

$22,000.00.

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer-

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control

bedroom brick veneer. Has carpet, large kitON NORTH 18th STREET. Real pretty two
has cyclone fence. 217,100.00.
Also
bath.
and
room
chen and dining area,living
Panorama Shores. This is a fine place for
NEW TWO BEDROOM FRAME Cottage at
below building cost. Look at this place at
is
price
the
and
s,
summer home, week-end
$8,750.00.
view lot. Has large family room, two
NEW SPLIT-LEVEL IN Lakeway Shores on water
$13,500.00.
2 baths, basement, fire-place, garage.
/
bedrooms, 11
tobacco barn, good stock barn, 4 or 5 good out83 ACRE FARM. Nice frame house, good
$24,000.00.
Grove.
buildings. 3% miles South West of Lynn

Murray, Ky
100 S. 13th Street
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Yews
Licensed by State of Kentucky
v Member Chamber of Commerce

Better Than The Book!
CARD OF THANKS
Duplex Apartments are a great
an
for
one
this
buy
nt,
investme
excellent return on your money. 2 We wish to thank our many
each side. Close to friends and relatives for their
of
r
bedroom
daughte
the
Mrs. Knight is
shopping center. Only $19,000.00. deeds of kindness and prayers,
during the illness and death of
Add $150.00 A Month
Mr. & Mrs. Urban Starks and is married to
To your income and keep your our Mother, Mrs. Archie Tripp.
wife content. Well located duplex, We wish to thank Drs. QuerNewell Sam Knight. They have three children,
only 1 year old. Live in one side termous and Bell and all the
and rent the other. 3 bedrooms to nurses at the Murray Calloway
Sammy, Jerry. and Donna.
each unit, central heat and air, Hospital for their kindness. May
utility room in each unit. God bless each of you.
and
Edna invites you to call her at
Priced reasonable for excellent
The family of Mrs Archie Tripp
investment.
Donald R. Tucker's office, located
.ITC
FARMS
house,
Edna,
nice
Small Acreage with
at 502 Maple, Of phone
approximately 18 acres with a 142
753-4342.
story 3 bedroom frame home.
Carpet, fire-place and garage. .8
D.F.tobacco,tobacco barn, stock
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE barn partly fenced.
26 Acres, located 3.8 miles West
If Its Location"
•HOUSF-S;
of city limits. This farm is fenced,
BEDROOM frame house, You want, call to see this com- has a barn and a excellent well..
;located on two acre lot near Flint fortable 3 bedroom, brick veneer. Great investment property.
thurch.
Carpeted living room, electric One of the 100 acre farms on the
-2 BEDROOM frame house, beat,nice corner lot located close West side, located only 3 miles
electric and wood heat, well to University. $17,500.00.
South of Lynn Grove. Thisfarm is
Water, spring fed pond. Located
fenced, has 2 tobacco barns and is
?
Surprise
A.
For
Ready
:On 3-4 ACRE lot near New ConThen inspect this sparkling 3 in a high state of productivity.
'rd, Ky.
Rare Earth
bedroom, brick veneer, with
:4 BEDROOM very modern two
2 tile Perfectly located lot that is zoned
also
air,
and
heat
central
daory brick veneer home, carkitchen and den com- for four apartments. We believe
eted, two baths, formal dining baths,
living room, carpets, this is the only one in Murray that
bination,
on
Located
4.Toom. Priced to sell.
and windows, and meets all zoning requirements!!
doors
storm
-la acre near Coldwater
fenced back yard. Priced to sell One duplex lot, city school
77
district, all city utilities, no city
3 BEDROOM brick veneer home, at $24,500.00.
taxes. 1121E200'. $4,000.00.
electric heat, tile bath, a real
Suddenly Available
Many choice single family home
good buy. Located on 1625
Here is the "like new" home you lots. Practically any size desired.
Catalina.
3 BEDROOM brick veneer home. can move into IMMEDIATELY.
Donald R. Tucker, Realtor, 502
Dish-washer, built-in stove, tile Only 4 years old and pampered. 3
NOTICE
Maple Street, Murray, Kentucky.
paneled
baths,
2
s,
large
bedroom
bath, marble entrance. Located
753-4342. Home
phone,
Office
,
fully
fireplace
with
room
family
across from Fair Grounds.
heat Phone 753-5020. Edna Starks
NEW 3 bedroom home with bath equipped kitchen, central
car Knight, Salesman; Home phone
2
and
carpeted
fully
air,
and
SPAIG
Located
and 102, electric heat.
MOC
753-4910.
time to
0.
629,900.0
carport.
near Locust Grove on 120X412 lot
Yesteryear
with shade trees.
SERVICk. OFFEREL
3 BEDROOM brick veneer home An older home located ckise to
,
exterior
Stucco
ty.
Universi
A.
a
V.
FURNITURE REFINISHING.
with electric heat and has
Loan. Located 1657 Ryan. By central heat, drapes, storm doors All work guaranteed. Free
and windows and refrigerator. pickup and delivery. Free
appointment only.
This 5 bedroom 2 bath home estimate. Antique or natural
FARMS;
the finish. Jerry McCoy,75340 ACRES with 7 acres corn would be an excellent buy for
401 Maple St.
753-3642
May 5C
3045.
base, .22 tobacco base, stock family that needs more room.
a
real
and
barn,
barn, tobacco
Up For Adoption
ns
nice two bedroom dwelling.
in the den of this r*OR ALL your home alteratio
fireplace
large
A
Located on Wadesboro Road.
ng, etc. new or
is the center of fine family repairs, remodeli
home
5 ACRE farm open land, fenced,
estimates. Call 753living. Newly decorated with new old. Free
May 6C
located on Old Murray and New
6123.
in
buy
carpets make this a great
Concord Road.
only $25,500.00. This
for
home
a
40 ACRE farm with three
Colonial offers 3 bedrooms, 2 MOBILE riuME Transporters.bedroom trailer, outbuilding
baths, central heat and air, many Local and Nationwide. Insured,
equipped with water for hogs.
appliances, 2 car carport, bonded, safe, reliable. Transit
New
Providence. built-in
Near
and large corner lot.' Homes. New Concord. Phone 436drive
paved
APPROXIMATELY 5 acres near
A 10C
2197.
753-4342,
Highway 68 and 80, with septic Call
Wny April Fool Around/
tank and cistern.
/Re this 3 bedroom brick veneer AUTOM OTI F. a ir -cono tion mg
LOTS;
today. Central heat and air, 1% compressors Rebuilt, $40 each.
TWO vacant lots on Highway 121
baths, drapes and garbage fiM. Ford, Chry sler, R. C. Evans,
about 3 miles south east from
May IP
. Located close to Route 3. Murray
disposal
105X210.
Size
Murray.
Priced in the
school.
n
Robertso
LOT in Kingswood on Kingsway
Travel boom seen
100X150. low 20's.
Size
Street.
ine Everything House
NEW YORK (UPl) - TourSEVERAL lake lots, some with
4 bedroom, 2% bath truly ist arrivals in South Africa have
This
two and three bedroom trailers,
does havd everything. Family doubled every 10 years and if
located at Barkley Shores, Pine
with fire-place, living the trend continues the ,counroom
Bluff Shores, and near New
room, dining room, breakfast try will have to provide for half a
Concord.
says
room and 2 car garage. Lots of million visitors by 19711,
Wayne B. Wilson Wilson Ins &
Service of
ion
Informat
the
kitchen.
equipped
fully
storage,
Real Estate I Member Multiple
Pierre Bioisork, diLocated in new high school area. , South Africa.
Listing). Phones; Office 753-3263
rector of the South African
See And Sell Yourself
& Home 753-5086 Salesmen;
Tourist Corporation says South
Larry Wilson &Bill Adams. A9C large brick home in New High Africa had about 350.000 visiSchool area. Living room, dining tors in 1970.
room, family room with firetrees,
shade
ONE ACRE Lot with
modern kitchen with
5 peach trees, garden, well with place. large
disposal. lots of
her,
dishwas
HighOn
gas
natural
it,
pump in
pantry Four carand
cabinets
Service
s
Thweatt'
way 641, near
s, 2% baths,
bedroom
peted
Station. Phone 753-8469 after 330
heat and air.
central
MOP
p.m.
L4)riald H Tuciter, tteaitor, 502
11th,
South
Maple Street, Murray. Kentucky.
on
HOUSE
FRAME
garage,
phone, 753-4342 Home
yard,
Office
fenced in back
Edna Starks
electric hest, air conditioner, Phone 753-5020.
to Knight, Salesman; Home phone
carpet, drapes Price reduced
A 10C
Al2C 753-4910.
$11,500. Phone 753-4448

thru
The
elaZed
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'PICKED
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PAivr

UP
Paint
Hughes
Store

Master
Commissioner's
Sale
THE COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY
Circuit Court ALICE CLARK,
Executrix of the Estate of Louisa
Frances Parker PLAINTIFF,
VERSUS ALBERT PARKER
and wife, ZULA PARKER
NOTICE OF
DEFENDANT.
SALE
By virtue of a judgement and
order of sale of the Calloway
Circuit Court rendered az the
March 17 Term thereof 1971, in
the above cause, for the Settlement of Estate and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Court House door in
Murray Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on the
26th day of April 1971, at 1:00
o'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon
a credit of SIX months, the
following described property, towit:
Beginning at the Southwest
intersection of Poplar and South
9th Streets; thence South with
West edge of 9th Street 87 feet 10
inches to a stake; thence West 60
feet to a stake: thence North 87
feet 10 inches to a stake and South
edge of Poplar Street; thence
East with Poplar Street 60 feet to
the point of beginning. For source
of title see D. B. 172, page 409 in
the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the
purchaser must execute bond,
with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of
sale, until paid, and having the
force and effect of a judgement.
Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
A9,16,23C

BOY WANTED
IMMEDIATELY

nicest three bedroom homes. Has
ON NORTH 20th STREET, we have one of Murray's
ion, two baths, central heat
combinat
room
ing
room-din
living
e,
fire-plac
with
family room
ed lawn. Owner leaving
landscap
ly
beautiful
patio,
walled
and air. Double carport in back,
0.
$34,750.0
only.
ent
town. This house shown by appointm
walkout basement there is a large
IN SHERWOOD FOREST is another fine home. In the
bath, furnace room and double
complete
,
family room with fire-place, study, one bedroom
with all built-ins, dining
kitchen
large
baths,
two
,
bedrooms
three
is
floor
On
Main
garage.
air. $38,000.00.
and
heat
central
Has
room.
living
and
hall
room,entrance
veneer. Large living room,
AT 1702 CALLOWAY IS this real nice three bedroom brick
home. Has shady lawn
price
this
in
average
above
is
This
garage, bath and utility room.
$21,000.00.
loan.
able
transferr
large
Has
and is in Robertson School district.
frame. Electric heat, airONE MILE SOUTH ON 121 Highway is this little two bedroom
large lot. $10,500.00
real
on
Located
garage.
and
room
living
conditioner, bath, kitchen,
the other a grocery
WE HAVE TWO GOOD Business buildings; one a self-service laundry,
. This could
Highway
Concord
on
limits
city
from
mile
ti
store sitting on 4 acres of land,just
4 dryers and pays off real
be a real buy for the right person. The laundry has 16 washers and
well. $20,000.00.
Large carpeted living
NICE THREE BEDROOM brick veneer at 1312 Kirkwood Drive.
nice lot. $17,800.00.
and
carport
area,
dining
and
kitchen
room,
veneer on large lot.
ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY on 94. Real nice three bedroom brick
electric heat,
Here is a real buy for someone wanting a little ways from town. Has carpet,
0.
$16,800.0
extras.
other
many
and
house
wash
garage,
641
NICE FRAME HOUSE, garage, smoke house, 16 acres of land. Located on Highway
you are looking
North about 5 miles from Murray. We think this is one of our better buys. If
for a little land, this could be it. $18,000.00.
heat,
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER with basement on 4 acres of land. Has electric
This
of
lake.
distance
in
walking
Road
Springs
Poplar
on
Located
all modern conveniences.
is a nice home moderately priced. $18,000.00.
2 miles from Murray. Has good fence and is
/
GOOD FRAkiEdiOUSE ON 16 acres of land, 21
priced for quick sale. $14,250.00.
in country and many
WE HAVE SEVERAL LAKE front lots; lake view lots,2 and 3 acre lots
some nice building
you
show
us
let
spring,
this
build
to
lots in the city. If you are planning
locations.
s,living room,den,
BEAUTIFUL DUPLEX IN LYNN GROVE.One side has three bedroom
kitchen and
bath, nice kitchen and utility room. Other side has two bedrooms, living room,
0.
lot.
$29,500.0
acre
one
and
garage
bath. Has double
It has three
YOU MUST LOOK AT THE inside of this lovely home at 806 South 17th Street.
carpet and
nice
of
closets,
lots
room,
utility
room,
hiving
room,
family
large
s,
bedroom
large outside storage. $27,750.002";
best
WOULD YOU LIKE TO have a beautiful year around home on one of Panorama Shores
trees,
of
Plenty
nces.
convenie
modern
most
with
home
story
two
a
is
waterfront lots? This
boat dock. Just move in and start to enjoy living. $30,000.00.

Seri.
This
!Jon
latc
wit

ONE OF MURRAY'S MOST Modern and attractive homes on a quiet street. Has central
heat and air, large bedrooms, two baths, carpet, fire-platirrtouble cal-port with double
outside storage rooms. This place is so nice it is hard to explain, but if you are looking for a
beautiful home,give us a call and take a look. $35,000.00.
DUE TO THE MANY recent sales, we need listings of most all types of property,

Hazel

Guy Spgnn Realty
Member of Multiple Listings
Phone 753-7724
901 Sycamore St.
NITE PHONES:
Louise Baker - 753-2409
Onyx Ray - 753-8919

Guy Spann - 753-2587
Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Jack Persall - 753-8961

FOR

1969 FUR
steering, fa
priced. Pho
395-4662.
1962 VO
motor, ne
Phone 436-2
067 LASAB
1616 after 5:
11968 CAMA
tondition.

PAPER
ROUTE

El.F(TROI
;lice, Box 21
Sanders,
inington, K
TWO YEA
Persian ca
house brok
1593.
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When the weather is -favorable in rolornbuS, Ohio,
FAIR_ WEATHER EXERCISE
Robert Bender, 43. who lost his sight four years ago, gets his exercisgsby riding
,his homemade tandem bicycle wall his son; Jeff. Bender's pilot dog. Brinnit, rides
along in his homemade, two-wheel cart.

MOAT AN
sur ince I
corstsage, e
vice. Check
buy
04'11(101y
F.state Agen
11tirray .Ky •

'RIL 9, 1971
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FOR SALE

L Large
X.

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

.?ondition

7e-place.

picky, picky, picky!
you can be

arge kit-

place for
place at
>om, two

good out-

DWAIN TAYLOR
VR LET

94onte7$ark6ra

nes. Has
itral heat
r leaving

s a large
xi double
is, dining

ng room,
lawn

heat, air/0.00

a grocery
'his could
rs off real

.ed living

large lot.
tric heat,

liway 641
-e looking

:the heat,
Lake. This

-ice and is

and many
!building

oom, den,
tchen and

has three
arpet and

iores best
), of trees.

is central
th double
king for a

725
1

• Ohio,
riding 1,,r1
• rich:s

Modes
IMPALAS
pgas

Caprices

Wagons
pick your choice
Now at choice prices

elk)eadeit
JC11nt bri44
Xe4e. rhey!
1971 NOVA Coupe Two-Door

FOR SALE

get I te job done
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

WESTINGHOUSE STOVE, NICKStaiMilin6SWESSIMNIMInZ630i.1.NW
double oven, excellent condition;
dinette set with four chairs;
assortment of drapes and curtains; also 21/ h.p. Johnson
A9C
motor. Phone 753-1288.

Sh root Meat
Market

CLEAN CARPETS the save and
safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Big
K.
AlOC
SPECIAL SALE: Toy Pekingese
and Toy Poodle Puppies. Phone
753-4469 after 7:00 p.m.
Al2C

FRIDAY-APRIL 9, 1471

Would Like To Provide
Your Easter Needs
HAMS for Easter Pre Cooked
BULK SAUSAGE Country Style
BREAKFAST BACON Sugar Cured

lb 69c
lb. 45C

SIRLOIN STEAK U.S. Deluxe
ROUND STEAK U.S. Deluxe

lb. 95'
lb. 90C

lb. 49'

AUCTION SALE

FOR SALE

AUCTION SALE,Saturday, April
10, at 1:00 p.m., rain or shine at
the Orlen Tubbs home,four miles
west of Kirksey on the
Backusburg and Coldwater
Road.
Will sell; two complete
bedroom suites, one poster
bedroom suite, refrigerator,
electric stove, dishes, dinette set,
TV, chifferobe with glass doors,
walnut table, reclining chair,
cook ware,and lots of other items
too numerous to mention. Terry
Shoemaker Auctioneer.
A9C

AUCTION SALE,Saturday, April
10, 10:00 a.m., eight miles North
of Murray and two miles west of
Almo Heights, off Hwy. 641, at
Mrs. R. D. (Dees) McDaniel
T-BONE STEAK
lb. 1 L05
farm. Due to the death of Mr.
COMPLETE 10 Gallon aquarium
McDaniel the following will be
GROUND
lb.
55`
BEEF
pump,
with light and top, heater,
sold; DC CA SP tractor, three
back ground, underground filter,
PORK CHOPS Center and Ends Mixed lb. 55' bottom plows, two row planter,
air hoses, artificial plants and
discs, cultivator, harrow, seeder,
767-6294.
A9C
gravel. Phone
COUNTRY HAMS Col. Lee lb. 95c Sliced lb. 99` six row weed sprayer, one year
old. 40 to 50 foot elevator, power
FLUFFY SOFT and bright are
lb. 16` hold digger, corn picker, new
BEEF BY THE SIDE U.S. Deluxe
carpets cleaned with Blue Lustre.
manure spreader and
Cut, wrapped, ready for the'freezer! 79, Ideal
Rent electric shampooer $1.
mower, Ford dump truck, steel
Western Auto, "Home of The
grain trailer (hydraulic),
FRONT QUARTER U.S.D.A. Deluxe
lb. 69`
Wishing Well."
wagons, rubber and steel tire,
AlOC
Ready For The Freezer!
hammer mill, large two horse
rubber tire drege cart, electric
FORMALS, FOUR tong, one
HINDQUARTER U.S.D.A. Deluxe
lb.
motors, gasoline engine, battery
short, size 9. Also Pennyrich
Cut and Wrapped
and electric fencers, large hand
Bras, and lingerie. Pennyrich
truck, eight hole hog feeder,
consultant, Janie Rose, 767* ALL MEAT U.S.D.A. INSPECTED *
chain hoist, new lumber, leather
4170.
AlOC
harness, horse shoeing and other
shop tools, cattle oiler, Black and
SAWDUST HORSE fertilizer.
Decker drill and saw, 660
Good for gardens, flowers or
Remington saw, Red Top and
yards. Phone 753-1348.
AlOC
other seed, binder twine, 10x15
foot wagon sheet, two large house
USED SEWING
machine,
jacks, new stainless steel
electric, Kenmore. Attachments,
109 N. 5th Street Murray, Ky.
emasculator, log chains, large
button-holer, cabinet. Good
tool box, dye cutting set, comcondition. Days, 762-2795 or 753plete. Dog house, large and small
8457 after 3:30 p.m.
AlOP
treated post, feeders, horse
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
drawn tools, endless belt, wire,
FOUR ROW John Deere drill in
ONE BEDROOM trailer, all 50 FT. "CARRI-Craft" house and many other small items.
good condition. Phone 492AlOC electric, good condition. Blonde boat hull. Twin Mercruiser 150's. Possibly some good hay. Also,
8237.
paneling throughout, carpet on Powesishift and steering. Mount Rebeca range cookstove, nice old
living room. 18,000 BTU air- house trailer and have year maple furniture, dough tray,
conditioner, large electric round lake home. Ideal for matched real old picture frames
WARDS 14 HP
I
heater. $1,000.00.Phone 345-2273 student quarters. Mayfield, 247- with hand-painted pictures, wash
YARIBLE SPEED
or 345-2203.
A9C 6878 after 6:00 pin or weekend- kettles, jugs, jars, lawn fur
GARDEN
s.
AlOP niture, hair dryer, mangle and
Maytag washer and many other
THE
PLACE
to
buy
those
good
TRACTOR
decorative items. Drinks and
Norge and Gibson appliances, no
Your Choice of
served.
Not
big sale, just low prices every A-1 EXTRA nice Red Belly ford sandwiches
42" or 4a" Cut
responsible in case of accident.
day. Rowland Refrigeration 4-speed tractor, plow, disc.
'1087
Sales and Service, 110 South 12th cultivator Can be seen on Con- W. Shoemaker Auctioneer. For
May6C cord Highwa). at John F. information or auction service
Montgomery Ward Street. •
Taylor's Phone 753-5109.
A9C
Al2P dial 753-3375.
1971 HONDA Motorcycle, CB 350,
120 actual miles. $725.00. Phone
753-1343 between 8:00 a.m. and
5:00p.m.
A9C

FOR SALE

FREE!! 1 lb.

SAUSAGE
with a 15.00 purchase

SHROAT MEAT MARKET

510 Main 753-1966
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FULLY CUSTOMIZED 1970
FOR SALE OR RENT
Hat Cit-12-44.44-4‘4)
Triumph. Sharp!!! Phone 753DEARBORN PLOW with 2
..oilialo....ww- ....ami....omaii....ionWb...01111110-awni... ainillo.....ww.....oil
THE ONLY true love you can buy 3421 after 4:00 p.m.
AlOP number 12 plows. Also small FOR SALE or Rent: Restaurant
registered Toy Fox Terriers,
Ferguson disc. Phone 753building at 903 Depot Street.
HELP WANTED
FOR RENT
black and white. Phone 642-1526,
2263.
Al3P
1TP Phone 753-7482.
Paris,Tenn.
A9C
PRICE MOBILE
THREE BEDROOM House, LADY WANTED to do light house
NOTICE
HOME CENTFR
NOTICE
automatic transmission, blue AKC REGISTERED Irish Setter
unfurnished, one and one-half work and stay with 6 and 13 year
Homes
garage, near Carter School. old girls four or five days weekly.
from
Apppies,
bath,
7
1,995
weeks
6
old.
Phone
436witlt blue interior.
2437.
If interested call Linda Emerson
A9P
*******************4 Available now. Phone 753low as $195° Dawn
4765.
A9P 753-1275.
Al2C
H.
. 641 S. Phone 753-3640
USED DUNCAN Phyfe couch.
Murray, Ky. Next to
Phone 492-8168.
BE A MONEY maker as well as a
A9P
Holiday Inn
BIG THREE bedroom duplex home maker. Earn
up to $3.00 per
carpet hour as a Vanda Beauty Counwith
* apartment
Ask about our rental
1968 STARCRAFT hardtop tent
throughout. Near University. selor. Phone 753-1711.
,
A9C
camping trailer, sleeps eight; purchase plan, up to 10 yr.
*•Phone 753-6234 days or 753-6202
two
dinettes,
sink,
ice
box,
gas
finance.
A9C
Hazel Highway
* after 4:30 p.m.
Phone 753-2617 stove,furnace built-in; new spare
MAID: APPLY in person after
tire and gas tank included. Ex14' CHEROKEE aluminum
BEDROOM house, to older 9:00 a.m. at Mid Towner Motel,
ONE
cellent condition. $1700 original
A9C
fishing boat and trailor, 18 h.p.
couple willing to take care of South 12th Street.
price, will sell $1000. Phone 753Evinrude motor Phone 435-5842
yard and do garden work. Phone
9781.
AlOC after 5:00 p.m.
753-1274 between 5 and 7
Al2C
ATTRACTIVE POSITION; man
AlOC be woman; good personality and
p.m.
STEWART WARNER greasing BOY'S SUITS 3-6. Girls clothing,
appearance, ready to accept
equipment. Three piece set. 4-5. Women's size 10. Clamp-on
AUTOS FOR SALE
TWO BEDROOM duplex apart- position immediately if selected
LOST & FOUND
Excellent condition. Phone 436- boat seats, T. V.$35.00. 753ment. Central heat and air, Guaranteed income with op2323.
A9C 8731.
Al2C
1969 FURY III with power LOST: PART CHIHUAHUA and
ceramic tile bath, completely portunity for advancement.
steering, factory air, reasonably part Dachshund female dog.
carpeted. Stove and refrigerator Insurance and retirement plan
priced. Phone Calvert City, Ky. Answers to name of Taffy, brown 1969 MOBILE HOME, 12X64. CREOSOTED POLES, for pole
furnished.
$130.00 per month. available. For interview for local
barn construction, utility poles
395-4662.
*
AlOC and white. If found please call Good condition. Phone 489753-7850.
Electric
Hedge
Register
Phone
;
FREE
Al4C position, write fully, giving phone
for
2156.
TFC and boat docks. Murray Lumber*
number to Ray Shreve, Box 726,
753-9269.
TFNC
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
Mayfield,Ky.
A9C
1962 VOLKSWAGEN Bus'new
April
1
.)
away
given
*
Trimmer to be
Ky.
ITC
ROOM office in office
TWO
motor, new tires: $500.00. cash.
* ,
8 Track
GERMAN SHEPHERD, 21/
building on South 5th Street, 1st PART-TIME safety consultant
Phone 436-2181.
A9C
CAR TAPES $4.95
month female, silver and black,
* floor. Phone 753-5000 or 753-5595
1970 YAMAHA, 200 cs3c. 1,650 flrOth!
needed.
No
experience
LEACH'S
MUSIC & TV
lost in vicinity of Story's. Reward
miles. Phone 753-6667 after 5:00 7C
AlOC necessary. Earn
* rligiga•
WOO to $80.00
p67 LASABRE Buick. Phone 753- offered. Phone 753-2250.
Dixieland Shopping
AlOC
p.m.
and up weekly MBVing a 15
1516 after 5:00p.m.
Center
A13C
minute film twice an evening.
A12
1
Road,
Industrial
BUILDING
ON
head
TWIN
-BEDS
with single
LOST: COLLIE, three years old,
Phone 753-6759.
A1OC
80X150 or will rent ady part of it.
668 CAMARO SS 350. Excellent male, sable and white. Answers CUB TRACTOR. side mount boards, matching double dresser
753-5595
753-5000
Phone
or
condition. Phone 753-8394. A13P to name of Joe. Wearing Mem- mower, grader
blade, plow; night stand color modern grey'*
r
AlOC DEPENDABLE WORKER for
nights.
phis tags. Phone 753-9281, cultivators, harrows. Phone 753- box springs and mattress inwheel alignment business. ExA20c.,eluded. 753-9421.
Al2C
AlOP 3970.
reward.
NOTICE
perience preferred, but not
TWO BEDROOM. furnished
************* apartment. Carpeted, air- necessary. Phone 753-4487 after
BREAKFAST SET with 4 chairs
p:r.Fx-mor.ux SALES & Ser.
WANTED TO BUY
five p.m.
AlOC
SIAMESE
KITTEN,
Full
excellent
condition. 753-1288.Al2C
rice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M.
condlOoned, washers and dryers
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- WANT TO BUY 600 to 1,000 blooded, house broken. Nice
available. Zimmerman Apart.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
NOTICE
Easter gift. Phone 753-1348. A9C
TRUCK DRIVERS
mington, Kentucky.
merits. South 16th Street. Phone
Aprill2( bushels of shelled corn, fast
Regardless of the
(Straight or Semi)
HORSES
753-6669.
unloading: Eugene Hunter,
Al2C
reason people drink
New location. Load of
TWO YEAR old grey full blooded Farmington,Ky.345-2228.
A9P
WOULD LIKE to trade or sell 83
PHONOGRAPH, horses from Oklahoma. 12
STEREO
alcoholic beverages,
Experience helpful but not
Persian cat. Will give away,
acre farm, 7ki miles East of
walnut base, plexiglass cover, quarterhorses, mares, colts,
the only reason a
house broken. Phone 753LARGE TWO bedroom duplex necessary. Can earn extremely
WANT '1.13 BUY; logs and
Murray
on
Irvin
Road,
Cobb
and
person becomes an
1593.
Al4C standing timber. Also have for two speakers, $75.00. Solid state gelvings, 20-grade horses, 3 about 3 or 4 miles from Kentucky
apartment, furnished or un- high pay after short training, for
FM converter for car radio, years to pay, Bank finanALCOHOLIC IS by
furnished.
sawdust.
Also one bedroom local and over-the-road hauling.
Lal g lumber and
Lake. The farm is bordered on
A9P cing. Horses for any ocdrinking ALCOHOLIC
tiox ANIS 'Mobile Home In- Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co, $25.00. Phone 753-4806.
trailer. Phone 489-2595.
the North by a creek. Another
Al2C Write: NATION WIDE SEMI
beveraget:
DIVISION, 171 New Circle Road.
cassion. New and used
TFC
stir ince Low rates, btoad Phone 753-4147.
creek crOsses ttte farm North and
FOR SALE OR RENT
N. E., Lexington, Kentucky 40505
DRY
VOTE
NO-VOTE
covei{age, excellent claim set
;
HERDS OF Chinchilla from equipment. Circle B Horse
South. There is an excellent
FOR LEASE
or call 806-299-6912
April 211
A14C
vice. Check, with us before you
certified-skock, $400.00 Also Toy Ranch Alternate 69 Paris,
building site with a good well and
TWO BEDROOM House with airbuy.
Poodles, Chinese Pugs, Irish Tenn. Stop and see Les,
Murray-Calloway
everlasting spring. Will sell farm
conditioner and garage attached
tlallowiy Insurance & Real .76 AIR CURED tobacco base. Setters, birds. 12 aquariums, Butch, and Eddie Standing
for $185.00 an acre or will trade
County Dry League
For sale or rent. Available May WANTED: WAITRESS full time
753-5965
4:00
Phone
after
at
Stud.
of
Grandson
Double
Agency
For
Estate
complete with fish, cheap).
property in Murray Phone paid political advertisement) 1st. Days, phone 73-2573, nights at Jerry's Restaurant.
Apply in
Leo.
•
Murray.K.Pb. 7534g42• MaY3C'-ItiO•
Phone 753-1862.
Apri122(
Al4r
7534953.
phone 753-1628.
AlOP person,South 12th Street.
A9c
J

Serial Number 113271W161361.
This car includes mese features:
Front shoulder belts, seats back
latches,

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET INC.

* GRAND OPENING

*
.{*
*

APRIL 9th and 10th

VIRGINS GARDEN
*
CENTER
*
*
*

*

Union City, Tennessee

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
--*
*

VIRGINS GARDEN CENTER*

,*

*
*

One Mile Out of Union City
on Highway No. 51

*
*
*
*
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Nil HHAY,

Ford Speaks
In Murray
This Week

Quotes

FRIDAY—APRIL 9, 1971

KENTUCKY

Council . . .

Purchase Area
Hog Market

i Continued from Page ii
Equipment $500. The low bid was Federal State Market News
the school walk areas.
accepted.
Service April 9, 1971
Mayor Ellis said that the city C. W. Jones will replace Gaylor Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
will curb and gutter sycamore Forrest on the Murray-Calloway Market Report Includes 10
where it crosses the new high County Airport Board.
Buying Stations
By United Press International
school property with the city Additional street lights will be Receipts: Act. 983 Est, 2400
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.—
school system paying for the added on the south end of Doran Barrows and Gilts 25c higher
Charles Andrakowicz, who disLi Gov. Wendell Ford says his work. The city will gravel the Road where there are none at this Sows steady
armed and beat up a gunman
administration will maintain and street and when the proper time note also one by the home of
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 815.75-16.25;
fleeing from police who invaded
build upon the academic ex- comenes it will be paved.
Sheriff Clyde Steele where none US 2-4 190-240 lbs. 815.50-15.75;
and
home
the Anctrakovricz
cellence of all Kentucky state
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $15.00-15.58;
The need for widening Doran exists at this time.
ordered Andrakowicz to accomuniversities and colleges.
Councilman Howard Koenen US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 114.50-15.00;
was
a
out
Road
and
pointed
pany him:
home
the
Speaking at Murray,
of Sows
will be drawn urgiral asked for stricter enforcement
"1 watch television. I believe
of MurraY State University, Ford resolution
excessive
regulating
ordinances
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 113.00-14.00;
to
Department
Highway
the news reports. He might be
said he will continue to rely upon the State
noise from motorcycles, scooters US 1-3 300-550 lbs. 112.50-13.00;
consideration
under
this
take
taking me for a two-block ride
the
of
on
Council
the advice
school opens. and automobiles, especially US 2-3 450-650 lbs. 112.00-12.50.
or it might be the end of rue."
Public Higher Education on such before the new high
extending during the summer months.
of
possibility
The
as
out-of-state
questions
16th. to A cleanup campain will be
from
Boulevard
Johnson
NEW YORK—Nat Marcone,
he
but
emphasized
enrollments,
no held from April 26 to May 15.
however
discussed
was
Ameri17th.
FINED IN MAYFIELD
Italianthe
of
president
will maintain an open mind to
Councilman Allbritten an- J. L. Green of Kirksey Route
the
extended
If
taken.
Rights League,
Civil
can
consider all factors pertinent to action was
South 16th. nounced that lower fire insurance One was fined $250 and costs for
volunteering to help House
aualitv education of young street would intersect
may become a.
driving while intoxicated and
street just north of the home of rates in the city
Kentuckians.
Majority Leader Hale Boggs
city completes
the
when
reality
Boggs'
Ryan.
$100 and costs for driving a motor
with evidence to support
Ford said, "While statistics of Frank
and fire
Councilman Willis reported its map of water lines
vehicle on a revoked license ki
charges against the FBI:
the Council on Public Higher
bottle collection in the hishydrants, and purchace-s two new the Mayfield City Court, acof
gallons
36,000
used
city
the
that
COLLECTION NETS 130 TONS OF BOTTLES—The biggest
"If it is evidence of the
that
enrollment
show
Education
and
loaded into semi-trailpieces of fire equipment
tory of Toledo, Ohio, netted 130 tons of bottles, shown being
Gestapo-type tactics used by
has leveled off in our regional gasoline from its own tanks trains the volunteer firemen cording to the court report
Sixty - three elea great
with
year
past
the
ers at the downtown Boys' Club, which served as headquarters.
during
published in the Mayfi
the FBI that you are seeking,
that
is
it
important
universities,
men.
gallon. Bids will be better. The latter phase is now Messenger.
mentary schools were used as collection points, the Army provided trucks and
we can certainly help you.
we maintain and build upon the saving per
of gasoline underway.
Many of our members have
excellence of these institutions. It taken on 50,000 gallons
coming year.
for
the
been subjected to the SS-type
our
regiona
that
apparent
is
tactics by members of the
universities' great building Councilman Richard Tuck
and
force
task
crime
organized
program has provided us with the asked for approval for the purto
willing
would be more than
physical facilities to offer our chase of a new ditching machine
testify to this effect."
young people education of even for the system,a new radio, and a
greater quality."
new compressor with an old
Vietnam—Sgt.
PHAN RANG,
The Democratic gubernatorial compressor to be traded in. He
land
the
by
By WILLIAM GIANDONI
than to correct the social
placated
Robert L. Jones, who collected.
program, candidate said he felt the first also asked for a trade-in on the
Copley News Service
redistribution
inequities that plague the
;37,200 to help a brother and
Car- obligation of Kentucky's tax- car used by the Superintendent.,
President
by
initiated
are
who
people.
its
Texas
and
country
sister in
supported institutions was to This was approved by the council
dearly
paid
have
changes
Mexicans
periodic
the
by
denas,
kidney
The reasoning is quite simple
suffering from a rare
provide all Kentuckians tax- with the gas system to pay for all
the
and
by
elite
for their country's rapid
political
the
in
and was spelled, out by
ailment:
1171 GRAND PRIX ,all power and air, 500 miles, Ky
growth.
nation's rapid economic supported institutions was to of these purchases. A new car for
expert,
and
planning
wildfire
Brazilian
like
spread
"It
the
has
Kentuckians
all
economy
the
provide
while
license, brand new.
For,
growth.
the water system Superintendent
wasn't just limited to American expanded at a rate of better Roberto Campos, years ago.
a college was also approved with the water
for
the
given
has
opportunity
reform
Land
rapid,
is
If development
GIs either. The Aussies from than 6 per cent a year for the
Mexican peasant a stake, albeit education. He cited a recent
1969 CADILLAC Sedan Deville, all power and air, vinyl
pay for the car. Both
the Royal Australian Air Force last three and a half decades, inequalities will be tolerated small, in the - economy. report by the Carnegie Com- system to
roof, Murray car, clean as new.
If the
these cars are now 1960 Fords.
Number Two Squadron and the average Mexican is no and corrected in time.
Peasants who received their mission on Higher Education, Three City Patrolmen have
the
falls,
development
of
rate
civiVietnamese and American
better off than before and, in
1968 BUICK LaSabre, 4 door sedan, power and air, one
practice of sharing the wealth plots of land were transformed which states that Kentucky fails returned from the police school at
lian workers joined in."
into
dissidents
fact, may have suffered.
political
from
higher
of
providing
the
owner.
in
of
not
sharing
becomes more
Eastern State University at RichStill, says Dr. Roger D. poverty.
supporters of the political education, but in providing the
and
Phillips
Patrolmen
mond.
Hansen after a two-year study
system that let them retain
report reasoned Hill appeared before the council
1968 PONTIAC Catalina, 4 door, power and air.
In his recent book, "Mexican those holdings, and the opportunity. The
of Mexican economic developof
cent
per
70
than
less
that
last night and pointed out the
ment, indications are that Economic Development: The redistribution program gave
students advantages of local police at1068 TEMPEST Custom, 2 door hardtop, V-8, straight
Roots of Rapid Growth," hope to those who have not Kentucky's high school
Mexico will continue the rapid
school,
high
from
stick, sharp.
graduate
They
National
course.
the
by
the
published
tending
growth that has made it a
benefited from it.
leaving many without the received 160 hours of law enPlanning Association in 1971,
standout not only in Latin
What with the ban on
NW OLDSMOBILE 98 Luxury Sedan, all power and air,
Hansen concluded that -most reelection of presidents, who prerequisites for attending forcement training. Patrolman
America but in the entire
vinyl roof, clean as a pin.
college.
policies
government
the
of
atofficer
third
the
was
,
world.
Jones
terms,
developing
are limited to six year
to
obligation
our
fulfill
the
we
to
"As
.encourage
designed
tending.
What makes Mexico different
there is periodic turnover in the
1917 PIREBIRD convertible, automatic, double power.
expansion of . private in- Mexican bureaucracy.
these young people, the demands A course will be offered at
from other countries in Latin
educate
the
vestment have sacrificed
America is the political
Murray State soon on criminal
Estimates are that 18,000 on our universities to
short-term interests of the elective offices and more than Kentuckians will increase, and legal procedures and from three
1966 GTO 2door hardtop, air, automatic with console.
stability that has characterized
its government since 1934, Mexican laborer and cam- 25,000 appointive posts are we will meet those demands," to five local police officers will
pesino and have concentrated 'emptied and filled anew every Ford said.
1965 GTO air, 2 door hardtop, 4 in the floor.
when President L.azaro Carattend this course.
the fruits of growth in the hands six years. "About half provide
denas took office for a six-year
Ford said he understands and
of a new industrial-agricultural good-to-excellent incomes, licit supports the need for admission A resolution was approved
term
1965 OLDSMOBILE 98 Holiday Sedan, power and air, slick
elite."
For the quarter century
as a mole.
and otherwise," Hansen says. of students from other states as lauding Dr. Thomas Hogancamp
before then, Mexico was torn
The Mexicans at the bottom
And Mexican economic availability of facilities permit. for his years of service on the
by the revolution that began by of the income scale have growth has expanded em- He said he supported the Murray Planning Commission.
1965 OLDSMOBILE Delta 88, 4 door, power and air,
overthrowing dictator Porfirio become poorer and the rich, ployment opportunities for recommendations of the Council He was presented with a framed
Easter Special. $595.00.
Diaz in 1911 and saw a parade richer.
white-cottar workers. on Public Higher Education for copy of this resolution. The
of 14 men move in and out of the
"Measurement of income Estimates are that 40 per cent
1965 PONTIAC Catalina, 4 door, power and air, only
on oon-Kentucky resolution pointed out that Dr.
presidential palace before the distribution in recent years of Mexico's work force was limitations
universities Hogancamp had served as the
$695.00.
state
at
residents
youthful Tarascan Indian, indicates that Mexico continues employed in upper or middlebecause "the commission's chairman for
colleges
and
took
he
when
39
only
Cardenas,
to lead almost all other Latin
class occupations in 1960. as
1961 FORD 4 door.
members of the subcommittee many years and is a member now
office, managed to impose a
American countries in terms of compared with only 15.5 per
the and that he had served with some
recommended
which
modicum of law and order.
income inequality," Hansen
earlier.
years
20
cent
1963 OLDSMOBILE, 4 door, automatic with power.
limitations on July 16, 1969, were inconvenience to himself. The
To judge by Hansen's fin- writes.
Prospects for the 1970s and
anticipate the resolution .expressed "sincere
to
position
a
in
dings, Mexico's economic
What amazes most observers
beyond are that the process will
appreciation and thanks to Dr.
1968 FORD convertible.
REDS' PRISONER — Cath- miracle is more a result of the of the Mexican scene is the fact continue.
results."
Hogancamp."
Kentuckian
erine M. (Kate) Webb, 28, nation's unique political that Mexicans themselves do
a
as
-I am pleased
After all, despite the imother states
United Press International system than of the novelty of not seem particularly troubled
1967 DODGE Coronet, 4 door.
perfections of the Mexican when students from
An ordinance setting rates and
Kentucky
bureau manager in Phnom the economic and financial by their plight, and that they do
a
attend
to
choose
system.
economic
political and
regulations for the addition to
Penh, Cambodia, and four schemes it has employed.
not make impossible demands
most Mexicans seem to accept university or college. Kentucky Murray Cemetery was approved.
4 other persons have been
What Mexico has done since of their government.
be
not
it. They may feel alienated and Kentuckians should
a new
reported missing officially the mid-1930s is bend its every
the free ex- Bids were received on
As Hansen sees it, the from it or expect little from it, an island without
mower for the cemetery with an
after being caught in an effort to maximizing the rate of
said.
Ford
ideas,"
not
are
about
of
they
to
but
change
Mexican people have been
old mower being traded in.
area overrun by Reds.
economic development, rather
change it.
Ford said other factors he
MA IN STREET
Murray Supply bid $750, Fenton
the
be
It seems that most Mexicans would consider would
Cy.:
1,'
C.0
0.,* 0,0 C.) 0y.0 6.4 e„,,
,
0,0
0.0 C.0 0%0
1, C. 1.(v., c
McKee!
$781
and
Hodge
.;
and
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4
4
4
6
6
6
6
4
4
6
6
4
4
6
4
ed
4 4 4 4 4 6
were untouched by- the available facilities after all
. Co
(.; 4 4
"revolution of rising ex- Kentuckians desiring admission
pectations," and those who are admitted, and whether it
were caught up in it can find an would coat less to use available
outlet for their enthusiasm and facilities to educate nonambition.
Kentucky residents who may
become Kentucky taxpayers, or
let the facilities go unused.
Ford cited his support of higher
education as a State Senator and
recently as Lieutenant
Persons were charged, entered more
Governor.
pleas of guilty, and were fined in
the fate of Murray's
the City Court of City Judge "When
academic-athletic facility
new
William Donald Overbey on
in doubt in the State
Friday, April 2, and Monday, was
and Buildings ComApril 5. Records show the Property
on September 30, 1969, I
mission
following occurred:
moved for approval of the
L.
David
Anderson,
project. No one voted against it
disregarding stop sign, fined
but no one joined us either. Had
$10.00 costs $10.00.
spoken that day, that very
Futrell,
James
public we not
needed facility would not
and
fine
drunkenness, fined $50.00 costs
now—and perhaps never—be
$10.00.
construction," Ford said
David Cary Hendrick, reckless under
driving, fined $10.00 costs $10.00
Steven L. Randolph, reckless
driving, fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
Virgil Lee Britton, speeding,
An 18-year-old McCracken
Lined $10.00 costa $16,00.-,
Rex
Lewis Satterwhite, County woman who was reportof
reckless driving, fined $10. ed missing from the home
This is your year to get away to the far away places you've longed
her parents Tuesday has recosts $10.00.
to see. You can now go as far as your imagination will allow with a
William Elvip Lee, driving turned.
Mrs. Barbara Ellen Sides,
low-cost Vacation Loan from us. We'll provide the extra cash you
while intoxicatnd, amended
who has been living with her
need quickly on terms to suit your budget.
reckless driving, fined $110
G.
T.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
parents.
costs $10.00.
Rt.
Paducah
1,
Farrar, West
Rex Sirls, public drunkenness had been missing since SaturAnd whenever you travel, take your money in
days
in
jail.
given two
day afternoon. She appeared at
Lonnie
Tucker,
publi hey parents' home Wednesday
drunkenness, given one day
at approximately 7 p.m. after
Calloway County authorities rejail.
ported seeing her near Murray
Verbie Taylor, speeding, fi
earlier in the day.
Prompt refund,!lost or stolen. Spendable everywhere. Cost-only a penny a dollaii
$10.00 costs 610.06.
Mrs. Sides was not endangered
during her absence, it was reFINED IN PADULAH
William A. Jaggers of Murray Wuxiand Eddie Dwain Linn of Hazel
Route Two were each fined $28.50
CITED FOR DWI
and costs on charges of speeding one person was cited for
in the McCracken County Court, driving while intoxicated on
according to the court report Thursday at 10:29 p.m. by the
published in the Paducah Sun- Murray Police Department.
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Mexican peasants pay
for country's progress

EASTER SPECIALS!!

I.

SANDERS-MOO

-

Sprucing Up For Spring?
GREEN THUMB NURSERY

Persons Are Fined
In The City Court

LOCATED ON 94 WEST
1 1/2 MILES FROM 16th STREET
IS

Extend your vacation horizon

NOW OPEN

TO HELP YOU SELECT JUST THE TREES SHRUBS
AND PLANTS YOU NEED

Missing Woman
Returns Home

with a low-cost Vacation Loan

Dogwoods And Landscaped Sized Plants
Are Our Specialty
We Have All Kinds Of

41
,

TAXUS DWARF HOWES DOGWOODS
AfLOWERING TREES w FLOWERING SHRUBS

GREEN THUMB NURSERY

94 WEST

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

AMERICAN EXPRESS
TRAVELERS CHEQUES

BANK OF MURRAY
MEMBER OF FDIC
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